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Preface to ”Processing and Characterization of

Magnesium-Based Materials”

As one of the lightest structural materials, magnesium has by now substituted heavier 
counterparts in many applications. However, it possesses sound-specific mechanical properties, poor 
corrosion resistance, and moderate absolute properties, which impede its widespread application. 
Conscious alloying and surface treatment can improve the corrosion resistance, and when the 
degradation rate is controlled, certain Mg alloys can be used as bio-resorbable implant materials. 
Improving the mechanical properties of magnesium has been the focus of numerous research 
studies. The addition of alloying elements and refining the processing routes allows tailoring the 
microstructure and consequently the properties to fit the specific application. One example is the 
simultaneous addition of zinc and rare earth elements that leads to the formation of a long-period 
stacking-ordered (LPSO) structure under favorable processing conditions, resulting in a significant 
improvement in strength. These investigations and the resulting data advance the computational 
modeling approaches to construct a digital counterpart of the material, which allows a faster and 
more resource-efficient alloy development in the future.

Domonkos Tolnai

Editor
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Mg-based materials have become increasingly attractive for industries, where weight
saving is of importance (e.g., automotive, aerospace). Their low density and good spe-
cific properties qualify them to substitute heavier materials. Their macroscopic prop-
erty profile, however, needs to be improved in order to meet all the requirements these
applications demand.

One approach to improve the mechanical properties of Mg is to introduce a secondary
phase with a reinforcement capacity by the addition of alloying elements. The combination
of transition metals and rare-earth elements under favorable processing conditions leads to
the formation of long-period stacking order (LPSO) structures, providing outstanding room-
and elevated-temperature strength. Garcés et al. [1] investigated the deformation behavior
of an extruded Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy with an almost fully LPSO structure at different
temperatures by means of in situ synchrotron radiation diffraction during compression.
The results show an anisotropy in strength between the extrusion and the transversal
direction. This could be explained by the orientation dependence at the activation of basal
slip. When basal slip is hindered, kinking becomes the main deformation mechanism.
At elevated temperature, where more deformation mechanisms could be activated, this
anisotropy decreases.

Drozdenko et al. [2] also investigated the deformation behavior of Mg (WZ) alloys
containing an LPSO structure with in situ neutron diffraction during cyclic loading. The
study found that in the alloy with the lowest volume fraction of LPSO, the twinning–
detwinning mechanism found in non-DRX α-Mg grains affects the overall deformation.
On the other hand, the increase in the volume fraction of LPSO allows an increased load
transfer into the second phase. Therefore, slip and kinking of LPSO dominate the plastic
deformation and the twinning–detwinning mechanism only plays a minor role.

In situ diffraction is a unique experimental technique to follow the changes in the
different phases in the microstructure during deformation and to determine the main
operating deformation mechanism under load. This technique was utilized by Buzolin
et al. [3] when investigating the deformation in ZK40 alloys with the addition of Ca and Gd
during elevated-temperature compression. The results show that besides dislocation slip,
twinning, dynamic recrystallization and dynamic recovery take place, and the latter is the
predominant mechanism. The addition of Ca and Gd impedes dynamic recrystallization
compared to the ZK40 without alloying additions.

Besides alloying, the microstructure design and consequently the design of the prop-
erty profile can be conducted by optimizing the processing of the material as well. Henseler
et al. [4] investigated the deformation properties of AZ31 sheets at different tempera-
tures produced via different processing routes by in situ SEM investigations. The authors
obtained experimental values of parameters used in the Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman
(GTN) model to be further used in finite element simulations.

Similar to the latter study, Zhang et al. [5] investigated the microstructure evolution
and the mechanical properties of AZ31 sheets prepared by low-speed extrusion between 350
and 450 ◦C. The results show that the resulting grain size of the extruded material decreases,
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while the maximal basal texture intensity decreases with the increase in temperature.
Extrusion at 350 ◦C yielded the best overall mechanical properties.

AZ31 modified with up to 3 wt.% Ca was prepared by disintegrated melt deposition
and investigated by Rao et al. [6] to obtain processing maps. Three domains could be
identified on the processing map for AZ31-3Ca, where in Domain I, basal and prismatic
slip associated with dynamic recovery; in Domain II, grain boundary sliding promoted
intercrystalline cracking; and in Domain III, dynamic recrystallization by non-basal slip
and recovery by climb occurred.

The effect of the initial texture on the deformation behavior of AZ31 was investigated
by Su et al. [7] with EBSD and visco-plastic self-consistent (VPSC) modeling. The study
shows how the initial texture plays a major role in the texture evolution during mechanical
loading, leading to mechanical anisotropy.

This Special Issue provides insight into the forefront of magnesium research where
the improvement in the mechanical property profile along with the corrosion resistance is
of great importance to promote the widespread application of Mg-based materials.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: The Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy composed almost completely of the Long-Period-Stacking-Ordered
(LPSO) phase has been prepared by casting and extrusion at high temperature. An elongated
microstructure is obtained where the LPSO phase with 18R crystal structure is oriented with its basal
plane parallel to the extrusion direction. Islands of α-magnesium are located between the LPSO
grains. The mechanical properties of the alloy are highly anisotropic and depend on the stress sign as
well as the relative orientation between the stress and the extrusion axes. The alloy is stronger when
it is compressed along the extrusion direction. Under this configuration, the slip of <a> dislocations
in the basal plane is highly limited. However, the activation of kinking induces an increase in the
plastic deformation. In the transversal extrusion direction, some grains deform by the activation of
basal slip. The difference in the yield stress between the different stress configurations decreases
with the increase in the test temperature. The evolution of internal strains obtained during in-situ
compressive experiments reveals that tensile twinning is not activated in the LPSO phase.

Keywords: magnesium alloys; long period stacking ordered structures (LPSO); synchrotron
radiation diffraction

1. Introduction

Mg-Transition metal (TM: Zn, Ni, Cu, Co and Al)-Rare Earth (RE: Y, Gd, Dy, Ho, Er, etc.) alloys
with a Long-Period Stacking Ordered (LPSO) crystal structure have attracted great attention due to
their high mechanical strength (around 600 MPa), which is maintained up to 300 ◦C. The LPSO phases
are typically Mg-TM-RE compounds whose structure show a long range stacking of basal, hexagonal
planes with periodic enrichment of TM and RE atoms in basal planes [1–14]. LPSO crystal structures
can be represented by L12 type ordered TM6RE8 clusters embedded in local fcc stacking layers [15–18].

The mechanical properties of the LPSO phase have been widely studied in the Mg-Zn-Y system.
The LPSO phase with 18R or 14H structure shows a strong elastic and plastic anisotropy. In the elastic
regime, the LPSO phase exhibits a higher Young’s modulus and shear modulus compared to Mg [19–22]
and depending on the LPSO crystal orientation. On the other hand, its plastic behavior is controlled by
the activation of the basal slip system with a CRSS of around 10 MPa [23,24]. During extrusion, the
LPSO phase is oriented with their basal plane parallel to the extrusion direction. The activation of the
basal slip system is forbidden when the material is tested along the extrusion direction, and the LPSO

Crystals 2020, 10 , 279 ; doi:10.3390/cryst10040279 www.mdpi.com/journal/crystals3
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phase exhibits differences in the mechanical behavior depending on the stress sign and the orientation
of the stress [25–27]. Under compression along the extrusion direction, the material exhibits the highest
yield stress (500–550 MPa). Moreover, the activation of kinking [23–27] and non-basal slip systems [28]
induces a high plastic deformation capacity. Under tension along the extrusion direction, the LPSO
phase is extremely brittle.

Itoi et al. [29] have reported that rolled-Mg-Y-Ni alloy with almost fully LPSO phase exhibited a
high tensile mechanical strength (460 MPa) at room temperature with a ductility of 8%. This alloy
with these high mechanical strength values can substitute aluminum or steels for some structural
applications. However, the mechanical behavior under different stress configuration has not been
explored to analyze their plastic anisotropy. The present study examines the orientation dependence
of strength of an extruded Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy with an almost fully LPSO phase and its temperature
dependences. The deformation mechanisms occurring during plastic deformation have been analyzed
using in-situ synchrotron radiation diffraction experiments at room and high temperatures during
compression tests in a direction parallel and perpendicular to the extrusion axis.

2. Materials and Methods

The alloy with a nominal composition of 90%Mg-6.5%Y-3.5%Ni (atomic percent) was prepared by
melting in an electric resistance furnace using high purity Mg and Ni elements and a Mg-22%Y master
alloy. Ingots were cast by pouring the liquid metal into a cylindrical steel mold of diameter 42 mm.
The alloy was homogenized at 350 ◦C for 24 h and then extruded at 450 ◦C using an extrusion ratio of
18:1 (a rectangular die of section 7 mm by 12 mm) and an extrusion rate of 0.5 mm/s.

Microstructure was examined by scanning (SEM) (JEOL JSM 6500F, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) and
transmission (TEM) (JEOL JEM 2010, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) electron microscopy. Samples for SEM were
prepared by mechanical polishing and finishing with an etching solution of 5 mL acetic acid, 20 mL
water and 25 mL picric acid in methanol. Specimens for TEM were prepared by ion milling at liquid
nitrogen temperature.

For mechanical testing, samples with different shape and size were prepared from the extruded
bar and machined for loading along the extrusion direction (ED) and the longest transversal direction
(TD). For compression tests at different temperatures, prismatic samples of 5 × 5 × 10 mm3 were
prepared. For tensile tests along ED direction, cylindrical samples with a diameter of 3 mm and length
10 mm were used. Tensile and compressive tests were carried out in air at temperatures between room
temperature and 400 ◦C, using a strain rate of 4 × 10−4 s−1. In compression, tests were stopped at about
10% of strain if the sample was not broken before.

Synchrotron radiation diffraction (SRD) was carried out at the P07–HEMS beamline of PETRA
III, at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY, Hamburg, Germany) during in-situ compression
tests to identify the deformation mechanisms of the Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy. The diffraction patterns
were recorded in a fast mode using an exposure time of around 0.5 s by a Perkin-Elmer XRD 1621
flat-panel detector with an array of 2048 × 2048 pixels2, with an effective pixel size of 200 × 200 μm2.
The beam energy and, therefore, the wavelength were 100 keV and 0.0124 nm, respectively. As a
reference, LaB6 was used to calibrate the system. The detector-to-sample distance was 1789 mm. The
in-situ compressive test at a strain rate of 10−3 s−1 where carried out in a DIL 805A/D (TA Instruments,
New Castle, DE, USA) dilatometer at room temperature and 300 ◦C. Cylindrical samples of 5 mm of
diameter and 10 mm of length where machined from the extruded bar along the extrusion and the
longest transversal direction. The thermocouple was welded at the surface of the compressive sample
to control the test temperature. The beam was positioned at the centre of the sample with the gauge
volume defined approximately by the primary slits (1 × 1 mm2) and the cylinder diameter, which
allows a good grain statistic.
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2θ diffraction profiles were calculated by azimuthal integration of a 10◦ section (±5◦) of the
Debye-Scherrer rings in the axial and radial direction, i.e., parallel and perpendicular to the compression
direction. The fitting of each individual diffraction peak was carried out using the FIT2D software
(European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, France) [30] and a Gaussian function.
The elastic strain for each diffraction peak is calculated by the relative shift in the position of the
diffraction peak:

εhkl =
dhkl − d0,hkl

d0,hkl
(1)

where dhkl and d0,hkl are the interplanar distance of the hkl plane in the stressed and stress-free crystal.
d0,hkl is selected as the interplanar distance before the compression test. The diffraction angle θ and
the lattice planar spacing are linked through the Bragg’s law.

dhkl =
λ

2 sin θhkl
(2)

where λ is the wavelength of the radiation.

3. Results

The 3D microstructure of the extruded material, shown in Figure 1a, was characterized by the
presence of two phases, which are elongated along the extrusion direction. The preponderance phase
(light gray phase) corresponds to the LPSO while the dark phase corresponds to alfa magnesium with
some yttrium and nickel in solid solution. The volume fraction of the darker Mg phase, calculated
using image analysis in the as-cast condition, covered about 13.4% ± 0.8% and was located at the grain
boundaries of LPSO grains. TEM and SRD studies were carried out to determine the crystallographic
structure of the LPSO phase and its crystallographic texture. Figure 1b,c shows the bright-field image
for the LPSO phase using g = 0002 diffraction vector as well as the selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) pattern in the [1120] zone axis. Fringes, perpendicular to the [0002] direction, were observed.
The fringe spacing was 1.6 nm. The SAED pattern of the LPSO in the [1120] zone axis presents six
diffracted spots along the [0002] directions between the transmitted spot and the (0002) diffracted spot
of the magnesium structure. Both observations confirmed the 18R (rhombohedral) crystal structure of
the LPSO phase after extrusion.

Figure 2a shows the Debye–Scherrer rings obtained in the extruded Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy extruded
at 450 ◦C. After integration along the extrusion and transversal directions, diffraction patterns as a
function of 2θ are obtained (Figure 2b). The crystal structure of the LPSO phase corresponds to the 18R
structure (P3212 space group) with parameters a = 1.11 nm and c = 4.69 nm. The diffraction peaks
with highest intensities in the transversal direction correspond to (0003)18R and (00018)18R, which are
not observed in the diffraction pattern obtained along the extrusion direction. During the extrusion
process, the LPSO phase reorients its basal plane parallel to the extrusion direction. Therefore, the
alloy exhibited a strong fiber texture with the basal plane parallel to the extrusion direction and it is
expected that mechanical properties of the extruded Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy show differences when tested
along the extrusion or transversal directions.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1. (a) 3D-SEM micrographs showing microstructure of extruded Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy. (b) TEM
micrograph showing the Long-Period Stacking Ordered (LPSO) grains (B = [1120], g = (0002)) and its
corresponding SAED. A detail of the fringes is also shown. The diffraction pattern in (c) is an enlarged
part of the SAED in Figure 1b for clarity.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Synchrotron diffraction pattern recorded on the 2D flat-panel detector after diffraction by
the extruded Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy. (b) Diffraction pattern in the extrusion direction (ED) and longest
transversal direction (TD) directions as a function of 2θ obtained by integration of the data in (a).
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True stress–true strain curves of the extruded Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy tested in tension and in
compression from room temperature (RT) to 400 ◦C are shown in Figure 3a–c. The shape of the curves
was essentially the same at a given temperature for each sample orientation independently of tension
and compression. The work hardening was high in the beginning of the tensile or compressive curve
(about 1–2% strain), but then decreased to low values. Failure in tension occurred at low strain at
low temperature (1% at room temperature). Tensile ductility improved considerably above 100 ◦C.
Figure 3d shows yield stresses (flow stress at 0.2% plastic strain) determined from the stress–strain
curves of Figure 3a–c. In general terms, all materials show high strength at low temperatures and fall
to very low stresses above 200 ◦C.

  
(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

Figure 3. True stress–strain curves obtained from room temperature to 400 ◦C (a) in tension along
the extrusion direction, (b) compression along the extrusion direction and (c) compression along the
longest transversal direction. (d) Yield stress variation with test temperature for materials tested in
tension and in compression for samples strained along extrusion and transverse directions. RD is
referred to the rolling direction from yield stress values obtained from reference [29].

Yield stresses of samples tested in the extrusion direction were the highest, being some 180 MPa
and 130 MPa (compression and tension tests, respectively) higher than samples compressed in the
transversal direction at room temperature. This behavior was maintained up to 400 ◦C. However,
the stress difference between different deformation modes decreased with the increase in the test
temperature. For the orientation ED tested in tension, the strength was 50 MPa lower than in
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compression at room temperature. The stress difference between tensile and compressive test along
the extrusion direction also decreased with the increase in the test temperature.

The tension–compression asymmetry of yield stress in the extruded Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5, with strength
in compression shown to be significantly greater than strength in tension, has been previously reported
in the Mg-Y-Zn alloys [26] and it is opposite to that observed in extruded magnesium alloys. SRD
experiments during compressive tests at room temperature and 300 ◦C have been carried out to study
in detail the influence of the test temperature on the mechanical anisotropic behavior. Figure 4 shows
the integrated synchrotron diffraction patterns in axial direction, (obtained from images similar to
Figure 2a), before (σ = 0 MPa) and after the compression tests (ε around 8–10%) for both loading
orientations (ED and TD) at RT and 300 ◦C, respectively. In ED, the diffraction peak with the highest
intensity, due to the strong fiber texture described in the above sections, corresponds to {4222}18R

planes ({1010}Mg planes in the magnesium hexagonal crystal structure) perpendicular to the axial
direction. After compression (red line), diffraction peaks were shifted to higher values of 2θ (lower
d values). Moreover, the intensity of diffraction peaks slightly decreased and the peak width highly
increased. On the other hand, in TD, the diffraction peak with the highest intensity in the axial direction
corresponded to {00018}18R planes perpendicular to the axial direction. Similar to ED, diffraction peaks
were shifted to higher 2θ values and they were broader compared to initial diffraction peaks before the
compression test. The intensity of diffraction peaks did not change significantly. Diffraction patterns
obtained at 300 ◦C follow the same behavior as room temperature. However, the peak shift and peak
width for a similar plastic strain were lower than at room temperature.

θ θ

Figure 4. Synchrotron axial diffraction patterns as a function of 2θ before and after compression test at
room temperature and 300 ◦C in the ED and TD directions. Each graph defines the condition: ED-RT
(Extrusion direction, room temperature), TD-RT (Transverse direction, room temperature), ED-300 ◦C
(Extrusion direction, 300 ◦C) and TD-300 ◦C (Transverse direction, 300 ◦C)

Figure 5b,c,f,g shows the evolution of the elastic strains in the axial and radial direction, obtained
from Equation (1), as a function of the applied stress for the {4222}18R({1010} Mg), {00018}18R ((0002 Mg),
{4228}18R, {30312}18R ({1011} Mg) and {6060}18R ({1120} Mg) diffraction peaks of the 18R structure at room
temperature and 300 ◦C. The compressive curves for both cases were also plotted for comparison
purposes (Figure 5a,e). At room temperature, the macroscopic yield stress was 510 and 320 MPa
in ED and TD, respectively. The stress difference between both directions was in agreement with
compressive yield stress data shown in Figure 3. In ED at room temperature, diffraction peaks show
a linear elastic behavior in the elastic regime except for the {30312}18R diffraction peak that lost its
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linearity at 350 MPa. This diffraction peak in the rhombohedral 18R crystal structure was equivalent
to the {1011}Mg diffraction peak in the hexagonal structure of the magnesium phase. Although, the
extruded alloy exhibited a strong fiber texture with the basal plane parallel to the extrusion direction,
there were also grains with other orientations, which were favorable oriented to the activate the basal
slip system. However, since their volume fraction is small, they had no influence in the macroscopic
mechanical behavior. At yield stress, the elastic strain corresponding to the {4222}18R diffraction peak
in the axial direction begin to lose its linearity (marked with and arrow in Figure 5b). This effect
was accompanied with the rapid increase in the elastic strain, higher than in the elastic slope, of the
{00018}18R diffraction peak in the radial direction (around 2000 μstrains) while the internal strain of all
other diffraction peaks remained constant.

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

(e) (f) (g) (h) 

Figure 5. Compressive macroscopic stress–strain curves of the extruded Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy obtained
during the in-situ experiment for the sample deformed along extrusion and transversal directions
for (a) room temperature and (e) 300 ◦C. Axial and radial internal strains for the {4222}18R({1010}Mg),
{00018}18R((0002)Mg), {4228}18R, {30312}18R({1011}Mg) and {6060}18R({1120}Mg) diffraction peaks for the
18R structure as a function of the applied stress during an in-situ compression test along (b,f) extrusion
and (c,g) transversal directions at (b,c) room temperature and (f,g) 300 ◦C. The dash line represents the
yield stress in the in-situ compressive curve. Evolution of the integrated intensity of {4222}18R({1010}Mg)
diffraction peaks in the axial direction for the extruded alloy during compression along extrusion and
transversal direction at (d) room temperature and (h) 300 ◦C.

At higher temperature, Figure 5f, the analysis was more complex since the elastic strains of almost
all diffraction peaks lost their linearity at different applied stresses due to the activation of different
deformation systems. In ED at 300 ◦C, the yield stress was around 225 MPa, which was connected
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with the progressive loss of linearity of the {4222}18R diffraction peak, similar to the compression test at
room temperature.

The evolution of the elastic strains as a function of the applied stress in the sample tested along TD
at room temperature was similar to the ED condition, but changes in the internal strain of each family
of grains took place at lower applied stress values. The elastic strains of all diffraction peaks (axial
and radial directions) show a linear elastic behavior below the macroscopic yield stress except for the
{30312}18R that lost its linearity at 250 MPa. The elastic strain corresponding to the {4222}18R diffraction
peak in the axial direction lost its linearity at higher stress than the macroscopic yield stress. Therefore,
the macroscopic yield stress was nearest to the loss of linearity of {30312}18R that corresponds to the slip
of <a> dislocations in the basal plane. It is important to point out that in TD, the {00018}18R diffraction
peak exhibited the highest integrated intensity in the axial direction and, therefore, the evolution of the
elastic strain could be calculated. The elastic strain remained elastic up to 450 MPa. At 300 ◦C, the
behavior was again similar to room temperature (Figure 5g) and only internal strain changes occurred
at lower applied stress values.

Magnesium alloys developed a strong fiber texture during the extrusion process with the basal
plane parallel to the extrusion direction, similar to that observed in the Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy. Under
compression along the extrusion direction, extension twinning should be activated. Extension twinning
induced a rotation of the basal plane, which was oriented almost perpendicular to the compression
axis after plastic deformation. This crystal rotation results in a strong decrease in the intensity of the
{1010}Mg diffraction peak. Figure 5d and h show the evolution of the integrated intensity in logarithmic
scale of the {4222}18R({1010}Mg) as a function of the applied stress in the axial direction. The intensity
was almost constant or slightly decreased when the internal strain of the {4222}18R diffraction peak
lost its linearity. Therefore, extension twinning seemed not to occur during compression along the
extrusion and transversal directions.

4. Discussion

The microstructure of the Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 was characterized by 18R-LPSO coarse grains elongated
along the extrusion direction and oriented with their basal plane parallel to the extrusion direction.
This microstructure was in agreement with previous studies in a similar alloy after hot rolling [29].
In both cases, islands of magnesium elongated along the extrusion direction are observed at LPSO
boundaries. Magnesium islands are solidified previous to the solidification of the LPSO phase in the
as-cast condition due to their higher melting point compared to the LPSO phase [31].

Several crystal structures have been reported for the LPSO phases in the Mg-Ni-Y system.
Depending on the Ni and Y content and thermal treatment of the alloy 10H, 12R, 14H, 18R and
24R were reported [29,32–38]. Wang et al. [34] studied the Mg-Ni-Y equilibrium diagram using a
thermodynamic calculation. They proposed that the 18R structure was stable during the cast and
transforms to 14H at around 535 ◦C. Moreover, the 18R structure could also transform to 10H trough
a solid-state reaction at around 450 ◦C. On the other hand, Jiang et al. [35] have reported that the
14H structure is thermodynamically stable in the Mg-Ni-Y system. In the MgY2Zn1 alloy, the 18R
crystal structure transformed to 14H (hexagonal) after a thermal treatment at temperatures higher than
300 ◦C. The synchrotron diffraction pattern allowed distinguishing univocally between the different
crystal structures at low diffraction angles. The (0003) diffracted peak of the 18R structure (P3212,
a = 1.11 nm and 4.69 nm [15]) appeared at 0.45◦, the (0002) diffracted peak of the 14H structure
(P63/mcm, a = 1.11 nm and c = 3.62 nm [15]) appeared at 0.39◦and the (0002) diffracted peak of the
10H structure (P63/mcm, a = 1.11 nm and c = 2.60 nm [39]) at 0.55◦. Figure 2b clearly showed that
only 18R structure was present after the extrusion at 450 ◦C. Therefore, the extrusion process was not
sufficient to transform the 18R structure. The 18R lattice parameter values correspond very closely to
those obtained for the 18R structure of the cast Mg-Y-Zn [31].

The alloy composition and the microstructure of the extruded bar examined here was essentially
similar to that reported earlier by Itoi et al. [29] on hot rolled alloy. Even, the mechanical yield stress in
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the rolling direction was similar to the tensile behavior in ED (Figure 3d). Although, the hot rolled
alloy exhibited higher elongation than the extruded alloy at room temperature.

The main deformation mechanism reported in the 18R structure in the Mg-Y-Zn system was the
slip of <a> dislocations in the basal plane. The critical resolved shear stress is around 10 MPa [23].
Figure 6 shows a scheme of the microstructure of the extruded bar and the texture of the elongated LPSO
grains with the basal plane parallel to the extrusion direction. In the Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy, elongated
grains were oriented with their basal planes parallel to the extrusion direction. Therefore, the slip of
<a> dislocations in the basal plane was inhibited under the load along the extrusion direction. This
fact would result in a loss of ductility of the extruded Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy not only in tension but also
in compression. However, the compression test along the extrusion direction was stopped at a plastic
strain of 0.1 without sample failure. The microstructural characterization of the polished surface of
the compressive sample after deformation exhibited a high volume fraction of kinks (Figure 7). The
formation of kink bands is connected with the presence of basal dislocations [23]. Mayama et al. [40]
has demonstrated using crystal plasticity simulation that small fluctuation (around 3◦) from the perfect
orientation between the [0002] and compression axis results in a strong decrease in the onset of plasticity
due to the activation of kinking. The loss of linearity of the {4222}18R diffraction peak was, therefore,
related with the activation of kinking. The formation of a kink band induced an elastic strain along the
radial direction in the basal plane of the LPSO phase. At 300 ◦C, the plasticity was still controlled by
the activation of kinking. However, the stress decreased almost by 275 MPa.

On the other hand, in the TD condition, there was a volume fraction of grains that were
well-oriented for the activation of the basal slip and, therefore, yield stress highly decreased. However,
there were still grains oriented with the basal plane parallel or perpendicular to the compression
axis where the slip of <a> dislocations in the basal plane was forbidden and, therefore, kinking was
activated. At 300 ◦C, the applied stress for the activation of kinking was the same as in the ED mode.
Therefore, the decrease of the yield stress in TD was caused by the higher decrease in the CRSS of the
basal slip system at 300 ◦C.

The evolution of internal strains and intensities of diffraction peaks shown in Figure 5 seemed to
reveal that tensile twinning did not occur during deformation of the extruded Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy. The
activation of the tensile twinning in magnesium alloys presented two main characteristics. On one
hand, tensile twinning induced a rotation of 86◦ of the basal plane within the twin area. Therefore,
the intensity of the (0002)Mg diffraction peak increased during the compression test at the expense of
the {1010}Mg diffraction peak due to the formation of twins. On the other hand, the internal strain
as a function of the applied stress of twins oriented with the (0002)Mg planes perpendicular to the
compression axis highly increased faster than in the elastic regime. The appearance of the diffraction
peak corresponding to the basal plane, {00018} in the 18R crystal structure, was not observed in the
axial direction during the complete compression test, as it was observed in Figure 5. In contract, the
diffraction peaks were broader compared to the initial width due to kinking. Kinking induced the local
rotation (±10◦) of the basal planes between kink bands and initial grains.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Scheme of the microstructure of the alloy with columnar LPSO grains and elongated
magnesium islands along the extrusion direction. (b) LPSO lattice and texture of the crystal lattice in
the columnar grains.

 

Figure 7. SEM micrographs showing surface features on polished samples strained about 10% in
compression at room temperature along the extrusion direction. Kinks are marked in the images with
white arrows.

5. Conclusions

The plastic anisotropy in an Mg90Y6.5Ni3.5 alloy extruded at high temperature was studied in a
wide temperature range. The microstructure was composed of elongated LPSO grains elongated along
the extrusion direction with small amounts of Mg phase between the LPSO grains. A strong texture
was built up during extrusion, whereby basal planes were arranged strictly parallel to the extrusion
axis. The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The material was much stronger when tested in the extrusion direction, compared to material
tested in the transversal direction. This orientation dependence might be explained by the ease of
activation of the basal slip system according to the orientation of the basal planes in the samples.
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2. When the orientation prevented the deformation in the basal plane, the deformation mechanism
that was activated was the kinking. The stress for the activation of kinking decreased with the increase
in the test temperature.

3. This yield stress differences between the loading directions decreased with the increase of the
test temperature due to the decreases in the CRSS of other deformation systems, which promoted
their activation.
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Abstract: Deformation mechanisms in extruded Mg-Y-Zn alloys with different volume fractions of
the long-period stacking ordered (LPSO) structure have been investigated during cyclic loading, i.e.,
compression followed by unloading and reverse tensile loading. Electron backscattered diffraction
(EBSD) and in situ neutron diffraction (ND) techniques are used to determine strain path dependence
of the deformation mechanisms. The twinning-detwinning mechanism operated in the α-Mg phase
is of key importance for the subsequent hardening behavior of alloys with complex microstructures,
consisting of α-Mg and LPSO phases. Besides the detailed analysis of the lattice strain development
as a function of the applied stress, the dislocation density evolution in particular alloys is determined.

Keywords: Mg-LPSO alloys; neutron diffraction; EBSD; deformation mechanisms; dislocation
slip; twinning

1. Introduction

The development of magnesium (Mg) alloys with long-period stacking ordered (LPSO)
structures belong to the most important metallic lightweight alloy innovations of the last
two decades. The mechanical properties of such materials surpass those of conventional
cast or wrought Mg alloys [1–4].

The LPSO phase-α-Mg matrix interface is reported as a site for dynamic recrystalliza-
tion, usually leading to the formation of a bimodal grain structure in wrought Mg-Y-Zn
alloys [5]. The complex microstructure of extruded Mg-LPSO alloys, including the fine
dynamically recrystallized (DRX) and coarse non-DRX grains of the α-Mg phase and the
fiber-shaped LPSO-phase, has been found to be beneficial for the resulting mechanical
properties [4]. The stiffer LPSO phase reinforces the magnesium matrix, what results in
excellent strength values. At the same time, fine DRX grains contribute to the ductility of
the alloy.

Naturally, the amount of the alloying elements (Zn and Y) influences the microstruc-
ture evolution during both casting and thermo-mechanical processing and determines the
volume fraction of the formed LPSO phase, therefore, strongly affecting the mechanical
properties [6,7]. Among Mg-LPSO alloys, the best tensile properties at room temperature
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were achieved for the Mg97Y2Zn1 (at.%) alloy prepared by powder metallurgy (tensile
yield strength of 610 MPa, elongation of 5%) [2]. Using another processing route, such as
rapid solidification (RS) of the ribbons and its consolidation via extrusion, the materials
having ultrafine grain microstructures with dispersed stacking faults can be produced. The
RS-extruded Mg97.94Zn0.56Y1.5 (at.%) alloy can exhibit a yield strength of 362 MPa and elon-
gation of 18.2% [8]. It is obvious that with a proper choice of alloy content and processing
parameters (e.g., temperature, extrusion ratio, and extrusion rate) the microstructure and
mechanical properties of the Mg-LPSO alloys can be varied in a wide range.

Several deformation mechanisms can operate in particular microstructural elements
during the straining of wrought Mg-LPSO alloys. Activity of basal slip was reported in
DRX α-Mg grains [5]. Concurrently, the non-basal slip as well as the presence of extension{

1012
}〈

1011
〉

twinning has been observed in coarse non-DRX α-Mg grains [5]. Those
mechanisms can also be active in DRX α-Mg grains, but at significantly higher applied
stresses (the grain size effect) [9]. The LPSO phase is known to be deformed by kinking
when concurrently shear and compression deformation act parallel to LPSO fibers. This
mechanism is governed by the collective motion of basal dislocations. If the load is applied
perpendicular to the LPSO fibers, rather non-basal slip dominates [5]. Thus, besides
volume fraction, the orientation and distribution of the LPSO phase significantly affect the
mechanical behavior of the material [5,7,10–15]. The orientation effect is given by the texture
formed during the processing of wrought Mg-LPSO alloys. In general, both α-Mg and
LPSO phases are characterized by their basal planes oriented parallel to extrusion direction
(ED) [5]. The preferential activity of deformation mechanisms, with respect to the mutual
loading axis and c-axis of the lattice, determines the resulting mechanical properties. For
example, the polar nature of extension twinning [16–19] leads to extensive twin nucleation
during compressive loading along ED (i.e., during compression perpendicular to the c-axis
of the lattice of the α-Mg phase), and therefore, significantly lower yield stress comparing
to one during tensile loading is observed [20]. During subsequent reverse loading of
pre-compressed Mg alloy, detwinning could be activated in the twinned fractions [9,21,22].
This process is usually characterized by thickness reduction or complete disappearance
of existing twin lamellae as their lattices are rotating back to the original orientation [23].
Thus, if the extension twins occur during in-plane compression along ED, detwinning takes
place during subsequent reverse tensile loading. Thus, understanding the cyclic loading
behavior is essential for engineering applications. However, there are only a few works
dealing with this issue in Mg-LPSO alloys. Hagihara et al. [24] investigated low cycle
fatigue properties for several Mg alloys with various content of the LPSO phase. They
found that cyclic hardening is not significant. Furthermore, the apparent yield stress (YS)
is gradually decreasing with increasing number of cycles for Mg97Zn1Y2 alloys (in at%)
in both (extrusion and transversal) loading directions. In contrast, a gradual increase in
YS was found for the tensile side of the cycle in Mg99.2Zn0.2Y0.6 alloy. In cast Mg-LPSO
alloys, besides the influence of the composition, the effect of compressive pre-loading was
studied [25]. Both the compressive pre-loading and the higher LPSO content increased the
share of the kinematic hardening to cyclic hardening.

Similar to conventional Mg alloys, in Mg-LPSO-based materials, the twinning-
detwinning phenomenon operated in the α-Mg phase plays a significant role during
cyclic loading. To investigate this process, besides microstructure observations provided by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (in situ and post mortem) [9,22,26,27], the in situ diffrac-
tion method has been found to be a powerful experimental tool [5,27,28]. The twinned
volume can be estimated from the intensity variations of particular diffraction peaks [29].
At the same time, the activation stress of various dislocation slip systems in α-Mg and LPSO
phases can be deduced from the evaluation of the lattice strain with applied stress [30].

The main aim of the present work is to reveal the single-cycle compression-tension
properties of Mg-LPSO alloys with respect to the variation in the volume fraction of the
LPSO phase. The experimental approach includes in situ neutron diffraction and mapping
of the microstructure by electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) technique. The novelty
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of the work consists in the identification of the active deformation mechanisms during the
strain path change and revealing the evolution of the dislocation structure in the Mg matrix
as a function of the applied load and fraction of the LSPO phase.

2. Experimental

For the present study, three alloy compositions WZ42-Mg98.5Y1.0Zn0.5, WZ72-
Mg97.0Y2.0Zn1.0, and WZ104-Mg95.5Y3.0Zn1.5 (nominal compositions in at%) were selected.
The master alloys were cast at the Korea Institute of Industrial Technology and further
extruded at 350 ◦C with 0.5 mm s−1 extrusion speed and an extrusion ratio of 1:10 in
National Center for Metallurgical Research (CENIM-CSIC), Madrid.

The in situ neutron diffraction (ND) measurements were performed on the VULCAN
Engineering Materials Diffractometer beamline at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The
cylindrical specimens (thread-ended, gauge length and diameter were 20 and 9 mm,
respectively) were fixed horizontally in a deformation rig manufactured by Measure Test
Simulate (MTS) company. The specimens were loaded along ED at room temperature. The
angle between the incident beam and the specimen was 45◦. The diffraction patterns in
the axial and radial directions were detected by two stationary detector banks located at
± 90◦ to the incoming beam. The neutron gauge volume was 245 mm3. The diffraction
patterns were recorded in continuous and discontinuous modes, respectively. In the first
case, the deformation cycle was executed without stopping at a strain rate of 10−3 s−1, and
the diffraction data (patterns) were recorded continuously. For the evaluation, obtained
data were binned to 1 min long intervals. Since the proper evaluation of the LPSO peaks
and the diffraction line profile analysis of the magnesium peaks requires data with good
enough statistics, the tests in the discontinuous mode were stopped at pre-defined strain
levels (0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4%) for approximately 20 min for the collection of diffraction patterns.
The ND patterns recorded in the discontinuous mode were evaluated by the Convolutional
Multiple Whole Profile (CMWP) fitting method [31,32]. The diffraction patterns were
fitted by functions constructed from the background spline, instrumental pattern, and a
theoretical profile function. The theoretical profile function assumes dislocation-caused
microstrains. As a result of the fitting procedure, the dislocation density (ρ) has been
directly obtained.

The microstructure of the as-extruded material, as well as specimens deformed up
to specified strain levels, has been investigated using SEM Quanta FX200 (Field Elec-
tron and Ion Company—FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA) and Auriga Compact (Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany) both equipped with an EBSD camera (EDAX Inc., Mahwah, NJ,
USA). The specimen for microscopy observations were ground on SiC papers and subse-
quently polished by diamond paste with a particle size decreasing down to 0.25 μm.
The final step of specimen preparation consisted of ion polishing using a Leica EM
RES102 device.

3. Results and Discussion

The initial microstructure and texture of the specimens are presented in Figure 1.
Investigated alloys are characterized by microstructure consisting of the LPSO phase
(light contrast in backscatter electron (BSE) images) and α-Mg grains (dark contrast in
BSE images), including small DRX and coarse non-DRX grains elongated along ED. The
volume fractions of the LPSO phase has been estimated from the BSE images as 10, 21,
and 35% for the WZ42, WZ72, and WZ104 alloys, respectively. The fraction of coarse
non-DRX grains and their grain size decreases with the increasing amount of the alloying
elements from the WZ42 alloy towards the WZ104 alloy. Those elongated grains in all of
the studied alloys have an intensive texture with their c-axis perpendicular to ED. (Those
few grains represented in the EBSD maps contributes to the higher texture intensities along
the periphery of (0001) pole figures). Although the DRX grains show a more random
orientation distribution, the overall texture has an ordered character with the basal planes
oriented parallel to ED, see pole figures composed from EBSD maps and rather more
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informative intensity distribution evaluated from ND data in Figure 1d. The decrease in
texture intensity with increasing alloying elements can be associated with the decrease in
the volume fraction of coarse non-DRX α-Mg grains.

 

Figure 1. Initial microstructures and texture of the (a) WZ42, (b) WZ72, (c) WZ104 alloys, the intensity of the
{

1010
}

peak
evaluated from ND data (d).

The obtained EBSD maps are indexed for α-Mg phase and black areas in the maps
(related to pixels with a confidence index for α-Mg < 0.1) are therefore associated with the
LPSO phase. The volume fractions of the LPSO phase estimated by BSE images are in good
agreement with those obtained from the EBSD maps.

The deformation curves are presented in Figure 2. (The small waves on the curves
around 0 MPa during unloading are given by the backlash of the deformation setup.) It is
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obvious that the flow stress increases with increasing volume fraction of the LPSO phase.
First, during the compression part, a plateau follows the macroscopic yield, especially
pronounced for WZ42 (see the inserted part in Figure 2), which can be a sign of enhanced
activity of

{
1012

}〈
1011

〉
extension twinning [20]. During reverse tension, the stress–strain

curve of the WZ42 specimen shows a pronounced S-shape, indicating a significant role of
detwinning [9,33]. In the case of the WZ72 and WZ104 alloys, the S-shape is not observed,
and their stress-strain curves have convex shape, typically observed during tensile loading
of Mg alloys.

Figure 2. The deformation curves for the one-cycle deformation of the Mg-LPSO alloys.

The microstructures of the alloys after the full-cycle deformation are presented in
Figure 3. In the WZ42 alloy, cracks in the LPSO lamellae formed during straining are
observed, Figure 3a. Kinking is characteristic for the WZ72 and WZ104 alloys, Figure 3b,c.
The result of high twinning activity in WZ42 alloy can be spotted on the image quality (IQ)
maps in Figure 3d. There is a relatively high number of leftover twin boundaries (high-
lighted by the red color). The twin boundaries are identified as extension

{
1012

}〈
1011

〉

twins with a misorientation angle of 86.3◦ with respect to the original lattice. In the case
of the WZ72 alloy, this microstructural feature is negligible (cf. Figure 3e), and no twin
boundaries have been observed in the WZ104 alloy (not presented here), which can be
explained by the decreased amount and grain size of α-Mg grains in this alloy.

The appropriate volume fraction and grain size of non-DRX grains in the WZ42
alloy give a rise to investigate the evolution of twinning at particular stages of cyclic
loading using the EBSD/SEM technique with high confidence. Therefore, an additional
specimen was deformed by the same deformation loading cycle like those for ND tests.
The microstructure has been examined just above the macroscopic yield, at 330 MPa of
compression stress, and after a reverse tension up to 225 MPa, Figure 4. It can be seen
that, after reaching the yield point, the twins appear mainly in elongated non-DRX grains
(Figure 4a) and several twin variants are nucleated within a particular grain, forming
families of twins (groups of twins with same orientation with respect to original grain).
A schematic view in Figure 4a represents activated variants of twins with respect to the
orientation of the parent grain. It can be seen that the tilt of nucleated twin lamellae with
respect to ED (lenticular twin lamella is perpendicular to ED in “red-colored” grains and
tilted by 45◦ from ED in “green-yellow” grains) is given by orientation of the twin plane
with respect to the observation point of view. With increasing load (Figure 4b), the already
existing twins become thicker, and new thin twins occur as well. It should be noted that,
even at the compression peak stress, the non-DRX grains are still not fully twinned. Thus,
twin boundaries are supposed to be mobile for further forward or backward movement. At
the same time, twins in the small DRX grains can be also observed at higher compressive
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stresses, cf. BSE image in Figure 4b. During the reverse-tensile loading (Figure 4c), the
twins nucleated during compression become thinner, and only a few narrow twins can
be found in some non-DRX grains. The leftovers of these twin boundaries can be seen
in Figure 4c. Besides, the trace of twin boundaries after complete detwinning are also
seen, see gray lines in the white rectangular in Figure 4c. This could be explained by the
localization of strain inside the lattice due to a high concentration of dislocations, which
have been acting for twin growth and shrinkage. The operation of twins is also well seen
in the texture development (see pole figures in Figure 4). In the initial state, basal planes
are oriented parallel to ED, therefore texture intensity is distributed at the periphery of
the (0001) pole figure. With increasing applied stress, a strong texture component in the
middle of (0001) pole figure is formed due to the rotation of basal planes by almost 90◦ from
the original orientation toward ED as a result of

{
1012

}〈
1011

〉
twinning. The intensity

of this texture component increases with increasing compressive loading, what can be
associated with massive twin growth. The texture of the specimen after reverse-tensile
loading is comparable to the one in the initial state. The disappearance of the texture
component is given by detwinning, i.e., rotation of the lattice in the twin fractions back to
the original orientation.

 
Figure 3. The microstructures of (a,d) WZ42, (b,e) WZ72, and (c) WZ104 alloys after full-cycle deformation. Kinking and
cracks are highlighted by yellow marks in backscatter electron (BSE) images (a–c). Boundaries of tensile twins are marked
in red color in image quality (IQ) maps in (d,e).

Owing to the high fraction of the LPSO phase and a significantly low fraction of
non-DRX grains, similar EBSD/SEM analysis is rather difficult for the WZ72 and WZ104
specimens. Thus, from a statistical point of view, the ND data, which characterize a large
specimen volume, gives a better insight into the twinning development.

The change of the intensity of the (0002)–
{

1010
}

diffraction peak pair is directly
related to the extension twinning [29]. With respect to the initial texture of specimens
and the diffraction geometry used in our experiments, the intensity of the (0002) peak is
expected to increase in the axial detector, whereas the intensity of the

{
1010

}
peak should

decrease once the extension twinning is active. In Figure 5, the intensity changes in the axial
direction of (0002)–

{
1010

}
peaks are plotted as a function of the applied stress and strain.

It can be seen that, in compression, the twinned volume starts to increase at significantly
lower stress in WZ42 than that in the WZ72 and WZ104 specimens. Moreover, there is an
effect of volume fraction of the LPSO phase (i.e., alloy content) on the resulting twinned
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volume; the twin volume fraction for WZ42 is significantly larger compared to that for the
other two alloys. During the unloading, detwinning took place, however, it is not finished
at zero stress and continue during tension. The intensity changes plotted against strain
unambiguously indicate that the detwinning is terminated after reaching the zero-strain
value (cf. Figure 5c).

Figure 4. Development of the microstructure during cyclic loading of WZ42 alloy, particularly after (a) yield point (YP), (b)
compression part, and (c) reverse tensile loading up to 225 MPa. Schematic view of hexagonal close-packed lattices are used
for representation of activated twin variants with respect to parent grain orientation. Extra BSE image represents activation
of twinning in dynamically recrystallized (DRX) grains.
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Figure 5. The intensity changes of the (0002)–

{
1010

}
peaks as a function of applied stress (a,b) and strain (c,d). Data from

axial detector.

The lattice strains plotted for axial detector as a function of applied stress, Figure 6,
are determined using the equation

ε =
d − d0

d0
, (1)

where d, d0 are the lattice spacing for deformed and stress-free conditions, respectively.
In this representation, a deviation from the linear Hooke’s elasticity indicates activation
of specific deformation mechanisms. However, due to the plateau stress present for all
alloys above the yield point, the applied stress-lattice strain plot does not provide an easy
survey. Therefore, the applied strain-lattice strain plots are also shown here, which are
more representative in the region of the plastic deformation.

The stress evolution of the (0002)–
{

1010
}

lattice strain indicates the activity of ex-
tension twinning with respect to the composition of the alloys, and therefore the volume
fraction of the LPSO phase. The lattice strain evolution is in a good agreement with the
development of intensity of the (0002)–

{
1010

}
diffraction peak pair presented in Figure 5.

The onset of the twinning takes place far below the macroscopic strain for the WZ42
and WZ72 specimens, and the activation stress increases with the increasing amount
of alloying elements. The (0002) grains (that is, grains with their (0002) axis along the
axial direction) are in “soft-orientation” during compression, and they relax after twin
initiation, whereas the “hard-oriented”

{
1010

}
grains accommodate a higher portion

of elastic loading. The relaxation is well seen in the applied strain-lattice strain plot
(Figure 6d,e).
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Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. The elastic lattice strains plotted for axial detection as a function of applied stress and strain for the (a,d) WZ42,
(b,e) WZ72, and (c,f,g) WZ104 alloys. The lattice strains for the long-period stacking ordered (LPSO) peaks were evaluated
from the discontinuous measurement data.

During unloading, the compressive lattice strains in these grains relax. In the tension
part, the soft–hard orientation roles interchange owing to the polar nature of the extension
twinning [16–19]. Consequently, a hardening of (0002) oriented grains is observed, which
are now unfavorably oriented for extension twinning with respect to the loading direction.
This feature is the most significant for the WZ42 alloy. For the

{
1120

}
orientation, the

contribution of prismatic and pyramidal <a>-slip also cannot be excluded (Schmid-factor
values for the slip in these systems are 0.43 and 0.38, respectively). For the WZ42 specimen
in tension, the

{
1120

}
lattice strain relaxes around 150 MPa, indicating significant non-basal

<a>-slip.
In the case of the WZ104 specimen, the

{
4228

} {
42210

}
, and

{
4131

}
LSPO diffraction

peaks were intensive enough for confident lattice strain evaluation. As it can be seen from
Figure 6c,f,g, the

{
4228

}
and

{
4131

}
planes of the LPSO phase shares the highest load

compared to other (
{

42210
}

) LPSO- and α-Mg-related planes below the yield point. In
the plastic region, around −0.015 of applied strain further softening of the

{
42210

}
planes

takes place, whereas hardening of
{

4131
}

is observed. In [34], it was shown that the change
in the lattice strain distribution on the

{
42210

}
planes can be associated with deformation

by kinking. During unloading and reverse-tensile loading, relaxation takes place.
The evolution of the dislocation density in the α-Mg phase as a function of the applied

stress for the investigated alloys is plotted in Figure 7. In the compression part, all of
them behave similarly; above the yield point, the dislocation density increases due to
continuously active dislocation slip systems. The highest ρ value is reached for the WZ104
alloy. After change of strain path (direction), for all investigated alloys, ρ decreases, what
can be associated with annihilation of dislocation due the relaxation of internal stresses
and closing sources of dislocations activated during compressive load. However, after
reaching a certain stress level, the decrease in ρ terminates thanks to the activation of new
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sources of dislocations activated as a result of tensile loading. In the WZ42 alloy, detwinning
significantly affects dislocation density development, Figure 5a. In the grain fraction, which
reorients to the initial orientation, further slip is possible. Therefore, detwinning during
tension is accompanied by a slight increment of the dislocation density. However, complete
detwinning causes annihilation of a high number of dislocations on twin boundaries,
leading to decrease in dislocation density in the secondary hardening part.

  

 
Figure 7. The evolution of the dislocation density in α-Mg phase as a function of applied stress for the (a) WZ42, (b) WZ72,
and (c) WZ104 alloys.

The results listed above indicate that the volume fraction of the LPSO phase signifi-
cantly influences the deformation behavior of the Mg-LPSO alloys. For the WZ42 specimen,
where the fraction of the LPSO phase is the lowest, the bimodal grain structure enhances
the extension twinning. According to the observations for wrought Mg alloys [35,36], the
coarse non-DRX grains twin first. The reason for this behavior is given by the low internal
stress in those grains and by the long grain boundary, which serves as a nucleation site
for twinning [37]. In contrast, the WZ104 alloy is characterized by a 35% fraction of the
LPSO phase and a significantly smaller fraction of non-DRX grains than that in the WZ42
alloy (Figure 1). Accordingly, the highest twinned volume can be observed in the WZ42
alloy. During the unloading, detwinning takes place in all investigated alloys, especially
pronounced for the WZ42 alloy. The detwinning is enhanced due to the limited twin
thickening during compressive load as a result of the stored internal stress introduced
into the alloy by the presence of the LPSO phase. Therefore, the majority of twins are in
unrelaxed conditions, leading to their easier disappearance during reverse loading [9,38].
A detailed inspection of the lattice strain evolution for WZ42 and WZ72 specimen sug-
gests that, in compression, the governing mechanism at the onset of plasticity is extension
twinning (with significant dominance in WZ42). Basal slip also takes place, but its share
is smaller than that of twinning. This finding is in good agreement with the work of
Vinogradov et al. [39] in wrought ZK60 magnesium alloy, where dominance of twinning at
the beginning of the plastic flow has been revealed by analysis of the acoustic emission
signal. However, the macroscopic yield needs the activation of the non-basal <a>-slip as
well, leading to the rapid increment of the dislocation density (cf. Figure 7) and relaxation
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of the lattice strains on the
{

1011
}

and
{

1012
}

grain families. At the beginning of reverse
tension, the detwinning is dominating. Nevertheless, the <a>-slip on both the basal and
non-basal planes is significant. Owing to the basal texture, significantly fewer grains are
favorably oriented for extension twinning in tension than in compression. Consequently,
the role of dislocation slip in plasticity increases.

In the WZ104 alloy, the development of the deformation mechanisms is different.
Owing to the high fraction of the LSPO phase, a composite-like behavior is observed
when the LSPO phase shares a larger portion of the load than the magnesium matrix.
This behavior can be followed in Figure 6c. Due to this stress shielding effect, the twin
nucleation, which is also suppressed by the small grain size of α-Mg grains and large
internal stresses, can start only around the yield point. In compression, above the yield
point, the lattice strain in the LPSO phase relaxes, indicating the deformation of this phase
by the kinking mechanism, Figure 3c. During reverse tension, it is obvious (see Figure 6c)
that the role of extension twinning is negligible. The strain is accommodated by <a>-slip
and also by deformation of the LPSO phase. However, in tension, the kink formation
is unlikely, and the LPSO phase is deformed rather by non-basal <a>-slip [40,41]. The
enhanced dislocation activity both in the LPSO-phase and the magnesium matrix leads to
high internal stresses and early failure of the material.

4. Conclusions

The in situ neutron diffraction (ND) technique has been employed to determine strain
path dependences of the deformation mechanisms in Mg-Y-Zn alloys with various volume
fractions of the LPSO phase.

The obtained ND data gives insight into the twinning-detwinning mechanisms oper-
ating in the investigated alloys. This mechanism is mainly realized in the non-DRX α-Mg
grains and affects the overall development of deformation behavior of the Mg-LPSO alloys.
It is the most significant in the WZ42 alloy with the high-volume fraction of α-Mg grains at
the expense of the lowest volume fraction of the LPSO phase. The WZ104 alloy, having a
high-volume fraction of the LPSO phase, behaves as a composite material, and the LPSO
phase bears the main part of the applied compressive load. Further, the non-basal slip
and kinking dominate the plastic deformation. Consequently, the twinning–detwinning
mechanism plays a minor role, and the strain in the α-Mg-matrix is rather accommodated
by non-basal slip.

Additionally, the analysis of ND profiles provides information about the development
of dislocation density during cyclic loading. After reaching the yield point in compression,
the dislocation density increases in all alloys, followed by a decrease during unloading.
The highest dislocation density develops in the WZ104 alloy owing to the low twinning
activity.
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Abstract: The deformation behaviour of as-cast ZK40 alloys modified with individual additions of
Ca and Gd is investigated at 250 ◦C and 300 ◦C. Compression tests were carried out at 0.0001 s−1

and 0.001 s−1 using a modified Gleeble system during in-situ synchrotron radiation diffraction
experiments. The deformation mechanisms are corroborated by post-mortem investigations using
scanning electron microscopy combined with electron backscattered diffraction measurements.
The restoration mechanisms in α-Mg are listed as follows: the formation of misorientation spread
within α-Mg, the formation of low angle grain boundaries via dynamic recovery, twinning, as well as
dynamic recrystallisation. The Gd and Ca additions increase the flow stress of the ZK40, which is
more evident at 0.001 s−1 and 300 ◦C. Dynamic recovery is the predominant restoration mechanism
in all alloys. Continuous dynamic recrystallisation only occurs in the ZK40 at 250 ◦C, competing
with discontinuous dynamic recrystallisation. Discontinuous dynamic recrystallisation occurs for
the ZK40 and ZK40-Gd. The Ca addition hinders discontinuous dynamic recrystallisation for the
investigated temperatures and up to the local achieved strain. Gd addition forms a semi-continuous
network of intermetallic compounds along the grain boundaries that withstand the load until their
fragmentation, retarding discontinuous dynamic recrystallisation.

Keywords: magnesium alloys; deformation behaviour; restoration mechanisms; electron microscopy;
characterisation; in-situ diffraction

1. Introduction

Mg is ideal for replacing heavier materials in lightweight constructions in the transport sector [1].
Conventional Mg alloys exhibit poor formability at ambient temperatures [2]. Thus, wrought processing
is usually carried out above 225 ◦C, where the activation of non-basal slip becomes possible [3].
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The hot deformation mechanisms of metallic alloys are intrinsically related to the stacking fault
energy of the material [4]. The distinct role of dynamic recovery (DRV) and dynamic recrystallisation
(DRX) [5] promotes a complex microstructure evolution. The reorganisation of dislocation and formation
of subgrains or cells occurs during DRV [6]. Furthermore, different types of DRX were proposed, such as
discontinuous dynamic recrystallisation (DDRX) [7,8], geometric dynamic recrystallisation (GDRX) [9]
and continuous dynamic recrystallisation (CDRX) [5]. They have in common the phenomenon of
movement of high angle grain boundaries and the formation of new grains. The nucleation and
growth of new grains consuming the deformed material occur during DDRX [10]. GDRX forms refined
grains by the impingement of high angle grain boundaries. CDRX develops new HAGBs due to the
continuous formation of subgrain boundaries, and their progressive increment in misorientation due
to lattice rotation [11].

Mg alloys are typically low stacking fault energy alloys. Thus, limited recovery can lead to
the onset of DDRX. The operating deformation mechanisms strongly influenced the role of DRX in
ZK60 [12]. Deformation twinning, basal slip and (a + c) dislocation glide was correlated with the role
of DRX at temperatures below 200 ◦C [12]. CDRX occurs due to extensive cross-slip at intermediate
temperatures (between 200 ◦C and 250 ◦C) [12]. The cross-slip is predominantly activated near original
grain boundaries of an a type dislocation by the Friedel–Escaig mechanism leading to the transition
from a primary screw orientation to an edge orientation [13,14]. A high amount of stacking fault energy
of this edge dislocation lies in a non-basal plane [15]. DRX occurred via bulging of grain boundaries
and subgrain growth, i.e., DDRX, at temperatures higher than 250 ◦C [12]. Complementarily, twins
with high dislocation density can divide the parent grains leading to the formation of dislocation arrays
and low angle grain boundaries within the twins, causing DDRX at higher strains [16]. ZK40 alloy
deformed at 350 ◦C exhibited a similar microstructure evolution to CDRX, evidenced by the subgrain
formation, despite forming new grain mostly at grain boundaries [17]. Thus, the identification of the
deformation mechanisms and their role on DRX of ZK40 alloy needs to be further clarified.

The Mg-Zn system possesses the potential for the development of low-cost Mg alloys [18].
The enhancement of strength and ductility due to elemental additions, such as rare earth (RE)
additions [19,20] occurs through the modification of grain boundary particles [18,21,22]. Among the
RE elements, Gd was investigated due to the positive impact on mechanical properties. The creep
resistance of Mg-Zn alloys containing Gd improved notably compared to the commercially used WE43
and QE22 alloys [23,24]. Gd can reduce the yield anisotropy (ratio between tensile and compressive
yield strength) in extruded Mg alloys [25], and it can also can diminish the strong basal textures [26,27].
The addition of Gd to a ZK40 alloy led to twinning up lo relatively large strains and the formation of a
necklace of small grains along grain boundaries via DDRX during hot deformation [17]. Additionally,
the addition of Gd to Mg-Zn alloys reduced the segregation of elements in the α-Mg, leading to the
increment of DDRX kinetics due to a reduction in solute drag [28]. Thus, the role Gd on the restoration
mechanisms of Mg-Zn alloys needs further investigation to tailor the microstructure, and consequently,
the mechanical properties of Gd containing Mg alloys.

Ca addition modified the microstructure of Mg alloys [29,30], impacted their mechanical
properties [31,32] and promoted texture randomisation [30,33,34]. The addition of CaO forms MgO and
Mg2Ca during casting [35], providing an easier route to add Ca to Mg alloys. Ca addition improved
the mechanical properties of extruded and hot-rolled Mg-Zn-Zr alloys due to weaker texture [34].
Ca seemed to retard recrystallisation in Mg-Zn-Zr alloys [36]. The addition of Ca to an AZ80 alloy
promoted the formation of a refined recrystallised microstructure and enhanced formability [37].

High energy X-ray diffraction was used for in-situ characterisation of materials undergoing
mechanical loading [38–41]. Azimuthal-strain plots bring information on grain size evolution,
grain orientation relationships, grain rotation, grain imperfection, and texture evolution [42,43].
The microstructural changes are described in terms of the dislocation slip, twinning, sub-grain
formation, recovery and recrystallisation [42].
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This work aims to: (a) identify and elucidate the role of the restoration mechanisms during
moderate deformation temperatures for ZK40 based alloys; (b) describe the influence of Ca or
Gd additions on the microstructure formation and the restoration mechanisms of the investigated
alloys. A combined interpretation of in-situ synchrotron radiation diffraction measurements during
compression with post-mortem microstructural investigation of the deformed samples provides the
insights to describe the deformation mechanisms.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The alloys were prepared with pure Mg, Zn, CaO and master alloys Mg 4 wt.% Gd and Mg-33 wt.%
Zr (Zirmax®, Luxfer MEL Technologies, Manchester, UK). Mg was molten in an electric resistance
furnace and held at 750 ◦C, and alloying elements were added to the melt and stirred for 10 min.
The melt was then poured into a preheated thin-walled steel mould held at 660 ◦C for 15 min. Then,
the mould was immersed into water at a rate of 10 mm·s−1 until the top of the melt was in line with the
cooling water. The ingots had a bottom diameter of 250 mm and a height of 300 mm. The indirect
casting procedure was adopted to provide a homogeneous microstructure [44]. Table 1 shows the
actual compositions of the alloys prepared for this investigation measured with X-ray fluorescence
(Zn and Gd) and spark analyser (Ca, Cu, Fe, Ni, Zr). Only Ca is detected in the alloy since CaO
dissociates during melting [35]. The alloy with Ca addition is named ZK40-CaO in this work.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of the investigated alloys measured with X-ray fluorescence (Gd and
Ca) and spark analyser (Zn, Cu, Fe, Ni, Zr).

Alloys Zn wt.% Zr wt.% Ca wt.% Gd wt.% Fe (ppm) Cu (ppm) Ni (ppm)

ZK40 5.00 0.53 - - 11 14 13
ZK40-CaO 4.385 0.34 1.22 - 14 16 14
ZK40-Gd 4.50 0.55 - 1.70 7 29 <30

2.2. In-Situ Synchrotron Radiation Diffraction during Compression

In-situ synchrotron radiation diffraction experiments were performed in reflection mode using
the facilities of XTMS (X-ray Scattering and Thermo-Mechanical Simulation) at the Laboratório
Nacional de Luz Síncrotron (LNLS, Campinas, Brazil). A monochromatic beam with an energy of
12 keV (λ = 0.10332 nm) and a cross-section of 1.0 × 2.0 mm2 was used for the current investigation.
The diffraction patterns were recorded with a Rayonix® SX 165 detector (Evanston, IL, USA).
The sample-to-detector distance of 320 mm and an angle of 32◦ between the incident and reflected
beam were used during the experiments. Only one region of the Debye–Scherrer rings was measured
due to the acquisition in reflection mode and the detector size. The range of azimuthal (ϕ) corresponds
to −27.36◦ a 33.42◦ while 2θ corresponds to the range between 15.59◦ to 45.29◦.

Specimens with 10 mm in length, 10 mm in width and 5 mm in thickness were used in the in-situ
experiments. The illuminated surface of the sample was priorly metallographically prepared up to
grinding paper 4000 grit to assure the measured data is as comparable as possible with the bulk
material. The specimens were placed in the chamber of a Gleeble® 3S50 (Gleeble, Poestenkill, NY, USA).
The specimens were heated up to the deformation temperature at 10 ◦C s−1 and held at the testing
temperature for 3 min before deformation to ensure temperature homogeneity. The deformation was
carried at 250 ◦C and 300 ◦C, controlled using a K-type thermocouple welded at the surface of the
specimen. The specimens were compressed up to 0.3 of the true strain at 0.0001 s−1 and 0.001 s−1.
A protective Ar atmosphere was used, and the deformation was followed by a final Ar quenching.
The details of the experimental setup can be found in [45].

The Debye–Scherrer rings were analysed using software Dracon (Diffracted X-rays Analysis
Console, LNLS, Brazil) and the ImageJ® software package [46]. The two-dimensional diffraction
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patterns were converted into azimuthal angle–time/strain plots to study the evolution of the
microstructure, according to the methodology explained in [47] which is briefly summarised: (i) stacking
of the recorded 2D images, (ii) selection of the diffraction ring and conversion into cartesian coordinates
with a final 3D volume of axis 2θ, t (or strain ε), and ϕ (azimuthal angle) and (iii) projection
over the t (or ε)-ϕ plane. The azimuthal angle–time/strain plots were generated for the chosen
crystallographic planes.

2.3. Microstructure Characterisation

The compressed samples were cold mounted, ground using SiC paper and polished using OPS
neutral solution. The specimens analysed with optical microscopy (OM) were etched with an acetic
picric acid solution [2]. The microstructure was analysed using a reflected light microscope Leica DMI
5000 (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). The AnalySIS Pro software (Camo Analytics, Oslo, Norway) and its
extensions were used to determine the grain size using the intercepts method according to the standard
ASTM E112-12.

Samples without etching were analysed with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a Zeiss
FEG-SEM Ultra 55 (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and a TESCAN Mira3 (Tescan, Brno, Czechia) electron
scanning microscopes, both equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) microanalysis
hardware as well as with a Hikari camera and a TSL-OIM Data Collector (EDAX, Mahwah, NJ, USA)
software package to perform electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) measurements. A voltage of
15 kV, a working distance of 15 mm, and a spot size of 5 nm were used for acquiring backscattered
electron (BSE) images and for EDXS analysis. A minimum of five representative BSE micrographs was
analysed using the software ImageJ® [46] to determine the area fraction of intermetallic compounds
in each alloy. A voltage of 30 kV, a working distance of 25 mm and spot size of 80 nm were used
for the EBSD measurements of the deformed samples carried out in areas of 500 μm × 500 μm
close to the centre of each specimen, with a step size of 0.5 μm. The software OIM Analysis v.8
(EDAX, Mahwah, NJ, USA) was used for data treatment. A misorientation angle of 15◦ was used to
define a high angle grain boundary, and a minimum grain size of 2 μm was selected. The grains were
standardised concerning their confidence index (CI), and a minimum CI of 0.2 was used to clean the
data with respect to the neighbour grains. A maximum of 10% of the measured points was cleaned.
All microstructures are presented with the compression direction vertical to the page. Tensile twins{
1012
}(

1011
)

were calculated using a direction tolerance angle of 10◦ and a K1 plane tolerance angle of
3◦. Texture analysis was performed using the harmonic series expansion method with a series rank of
16, a Gaussian smoothing of 5◦, and a triclinic sample symmetry.

3. Results

The as-cast and deformed microstructures are analysed as well as the in-situ synchrotron radiation
diffraction measurements.

3.1. As-Cast Microstructures

Light optical and BSE micrographs, as well as EDXS line scans, are used to characterise the as-cast
microstructure of the investigated alloys, Figure 1. The light optical micrographs (Figure 1a–c) shows
equiaxed-like grains for the investigated alloys. The average grain size of the ZK40 was 72.4 ± 2.5 μm,
75.9 ± 5.0 μm for the ZK40-CaO. The coarse and fine-grained ZK40-Gd gives rise to two different grain
distribution with a global average of 46.1 ± 9.1 μm. The average size of the fine grains is 30.1 ± 4.2 μm,
while coarse grains were 81.9 ± 9.2 μm. Intermetallic compounds are formed at grain boundaries for the
ZK40 alloy, Figure 1d. A near-continuous network of intermetallic compounds is formed along the grain
boundaries for the ZK40-CaO alloy, Figure 1e. Similarly, the ZK40-Gd exhibits a near-continuous network
of intermetallic compounds along the grain boundaries, Figure 1f. The volume fraction of second phases
is 1.6 ± 0.5%, 6.5 ± 0.9%, and 5.7 ± 1.0% for ZK40, ZK40-CaO and ZK40-Gd, respectively. The ZK40
alloy contains MgZn2 phase, as shown in [48,49]. The ZK40-CaO and ZK40-Gd contain Ca2Mg6Zn3
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and (Mg, Zn)3Gd2, respectively [48,49]. Figure 1g–i shows the EDXS line scans for the investigated
alloys. In ZK40 and ZK40-Gd, Zn segregates and its concentration is higher near grain boundaries.
Zn segregation is near neglectable in ZK40-CaO. Inverse segregation of Zr occurs in ZK40-CaO and
ZK40-Gd. A small amount of Ca and Gd are detected in the α-Mg matrix of the ZK40-CaO and
ZK40-Gd, respectively. However, no appreciable segregation of Ca or Gd is observed. A more detailed
microstructure investigation of the as-cast alloys used in this study can be found in [48,49].

Figure 1. (a–c) Light optical micrographs, (d–f) backscattered electron (BSE) micrographs, and (g–i) energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) line scans of the as-cast alloys: (a,d,g) ZK40; (b,e,h) ZK40-CaO;
(c,f,i) ZK40-Gd.

3.2. Flow Curves

The measured flow curves at 250 ◦C and 300 ◦C are shown in Figure 2a,b, respectively. ZK40-Gd
and ZK40-CaO exhibit similar behaviour at 250 ◦C and 0.001 s−1. A fast work hardening occurs once
the plastic regime is reached, followed by a progressive decrease in work hardening until a plateau
at a true strain of ~0.2. This plateau does not necessarily correspond to the steady-state condition
that can be achieved at larger strains. Hradilová et al. [50] investigated alloys of the similar chemical
composition of the ZK40-CaO and showed that DDRX could take place at strains larger than 0.3,
leading to flow softening. The ZK40 exhibits less pronounced work hardening and lower flow stresses
than ZK40-CaO and ZK40-Gd, although the plateau is also reached at a true strain of ~0.2. A decrease
in the strain rate to 0.0001 s−1 leads to lower flow stresses and very low work hardening for all alloys.
Once the plastic deformation starts, a rapid work hardening is followed by a plateau at strains lower
than 0.1. The ZK40 and ZK40-Gd exhibit similar behaviour at 250 ◦C and 0.0001 s−1, while ZK40-CaO
exhibits slightly higher flow stress.
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Figure 2. Flow stress for the alloys tested at (a) 250 ◦C and (b) 300 ◦C.

The increase in temperature to 300 ◦C leads to a pronounced reduction in the maximum stress
for the investigated alloys (~50% of the respective ones at 250 ◦C), Figure 2b. The following occurs
for deformation at 300 ◦C and 0.001 s−1: ZK40 and ZK40-Gd show fast work hardening and reach a
plateau at low strains (~0.1), while ZK40-CaO shows a nearly constant but minimal work hardening.
The decrease of strain rate to 0.0001 s−1 leads to three different behaviours: (a) ZK40 shows a rapid
work hardening followed by a plateau at a true strain of ~0.05; (b) ZK40-CaO shows similar flow
stresses compared to ZK40 but a nearly constant work hardening; (c) After a rapid work hardening,
an almost continuous flow softening occurs for the ZK40-Gd.

3.3. Deformed Microstructures

The microstructure of the Mg-matrix of the deformed ZK40 up to 0.3 strain is shown in Figure 3.
The inverse pole figure (IPF) maps (Figure 3a–c) show that the formed microstructural features are
comparable: pronounced basal texture, a network of low angle grain boundaries indicated by white
lines and misorientation spread within the grain. The pronounced basal texture is also visible in
the pole figures in Figure 3c–f. A slightly more isotropic deformation seems to occur at 300 ◦C and
0.0001 s−1, as indicated by the smallest maximum texture index and more random distribution of poles
in the pole figure.

Figure 4 shows the EBSD results for the deformed ZK40-CaO up to 0.3 strain. Similar to the
ZK40, the formation of low-angle grain boundaries was more concentrated in regions near the grain
boundaries, while intensive misorientation spread is present in nearly all grains. The maximum index
of texture is slightly higher than that for the ZK40. The deformation seems to be less anisotropic at
300 ◦C and 0.0001 s−1.
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Figure 3. Electron backscattered diffraction results for the ZK40 alloy: (a–c) inverse pole figure maps
and (e,f) pole figures. The tested conditions: (a,d) 250 ◦C and 0.001 s−1; (b,e) 300 ◦C and 0.0001 s−1;
(c,f) 300 ◦C and 0.001 s−1. Only α-Mg is indexed. Non-indexed regions are highly deformed regions
or intermetallic compounds. White and black lines indicate low and high angle grain boundaries,
respectively. ND and TD indicate the compression and transversal directions, respectively.

 
Figure 4. Electron backscattered diffraction results for the ZK40-CaO alloy: (a–c) inverse pole figure
maps and (e,f) pole figures. The tested conditions: (a,d) 250 ◦C and 0.001 s−1; (b,e) 300 ◦C and 0.0001 s−1;
(c,f) 300 ◦C and 0.001 s−1. Only α-Mg is indexed. Non-indexed regions are highly deformed regions
or intermetallic compounds. White and black lines indicate low and high angle grain boundaries,
respectively. Area A1 is shown in Figure 14. ND and TD indicate the compression and transversal
directions, respectively.
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Figure 5 shows the deformed microstructure of the α-Mg matrix for the ZK40-Gd up to 0.3 strain.
The microstructure is comparable to the ZK40 and ZK40-CaO consisting of an intricated network of
low angle grain boundaries, a high level of misorientation spread within the α-Mg and intense basal
texture. The isotropic degree of deformation is higher at 300 ◦C than at 250 ◦C, as grains of different
orientations are depicted. Besides, the pole figures show a more diffuse basal texture at 300 ◦C and
poles in other directions than the basal one, Figure 5e,f. The most isotropic condition was the 300 ◦C
and 0.001 s−1 for the ZK40-Gd, instead of 300 ◦C and 0.0001 s−1 observed for ZK40 and ZK40-CaO.

 
Figure 5. Electron backscattered diffraction results for the ZK40-Gd alloy: (a–c) inverse pole figure maps
and (e,f) pole figures. The tested conditions: (a,d) 250 ◦C and 0.001 s−1; (b,e) 300 ◦C and 0.0001 s−1;
(c,f) 300 ◦C and 0.001 s−1. Only α-Mg is indexed. Non-indexed regions are highly deformed regions
or intermetallic compounds. White and black lines indicate low and high angle grain boundaries,
respectively. Areas A2 and A3 are shown in Figure 14. ND and TD indicate the compression and
transversal directions, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the quantification of the overall microstructural features for the investigated
conditions. The boundary density (Sv) is calculated as the total line length of each boundary divided by
the measurement area and is shown in Figure 6a–c for the ZK40, ZK40-CaO and ZK40-Gd, respectively.
Higher Sv values of low angle grain boundaries are observed at 250 ◦C compared to 300 ◦C. Slightly
higher Sv values of low angle grain boundaries are measured at 0.001 s−1 than 0.0001 s−1 for the ZK40
and ZK40-CaO. On the other hand, ZK40-Gd shows slightly lower values of low angle grain boundaries
at 250 ◦C and 0.001 s−1 than those at 250 ◦C and 0.0001 s−1. ZK40 shows the highest values of Sv of low
angle high angle grain boundaries, while comparable values are found for ZK40-CaO and ZK40-Gd.
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Figure 6. Microstructural features evaluated from the electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD)
measurements for the (a,d) ZK40; (b,e) ZK40-CaO; and (c,f) ZK40-Gd. Boundary density (Sv) (a–c) and
fraction of boundaries (d–f) are shown.

The initial grain size indicates the initial value of the boundary density of high angle grain
boundaries. Smaller grains correspond to higher boundary density. The initial grain size of ZK40
and ZK40-CaO are comparable, while ZK40-Gd shows a slightly smaller overall grain size. ZK40-Gd
deformed at 300 ◦C, and 0.001 s−1 shows the smallest value of Sv for the high angle grain boundaries,
5 × 104 m−1. ZK40 deformed at 250 ◦C, and 0.001 s−1 shows the highest value, 15 × 104 m−1. The three
times the higher value for the ZK40 indicates that formation of high angle grain boundaries occurs
during deformation in this alloy.

Figure 6d–f shows the fraction of each boundary type for the ZK40, ZK40-CaO and ZK40-Gd,
respectively. The low angle grain boundaries in the range between 2◦ and 5◦ are the predominant
boundary type for all investigated conditions. ZK40 shows the highest fraction of high angle grain
boundaries, except at 300 ◦C and 0.001 s−1, where the fraction of high angle grain boundaries is
comparable with that for ZK40-CaO. ZK40 shows similar values of fraction of low angle grain
boundaries in the range between 2◦ to 5◦ for the investigated conditions. ZK40-Gd deformed at
0.001 s−1 shows a higher fraction of low angle grain boundaries in the range between 2◦ and 5◦
compared to 0.0001 s−1. ZK40-CaO shows a non-linear dependency on temperature and strain rate.

The plastic deformation occurs in the α-Mg matrix, while the brittle intermetallic compounds
fragments during deformation, as shown in Figure 7. The intermetallic compounds present in the
ZK40 are isolated and in low volume fraction. They are not shown here because they do not exhibit the
brittle behaviour like the intermetallic compounds present in the modified alloys. The intermetallic
compound formed in the ZK40-Gd has a typical lamellar structure [48]. Its fracture leads to the
formation of fragmented fine particles of that phase, as indicated by the dashed red circle in Figure 7d.
The intermetallic compound formed in the ZK40-CaO has a mixed structure of platelet and fine
lamellar structure [49]. The red arrows in Figure 7a,b indicate the cracks that fragment the network of
intermetallic compounds into smaller particles.
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Figure 7. Backscattered electron micrographs of the fractured intermetallic compounds in: (a,b) ZK40-CaO;
and (c,d) ZK40-Gd, deformed at 0.001 s−1 and: (a,c) 250 ◦C; and (b,d) 300 ◦C. Red arrows indicate cracks.
The fragmented intermetallic compound is indicated by the dashed red ellipse. ND and TD indicate the
compression and transversal directions, respectively.

3.4. Insights from In-Situ Synchrotron Radiation Diffraction

The azimuthal-strain plots of the
{
1010
}

and {0002} are shown in Figure 8 for the deformed samples
at 0.0001 s−1. The acquisition of the Debye-Scherrer rings in reflection mode, and the detector size
limits the range of azimuthal from −22◦ to 27◦. The deformation starts with an intense spread of
orientation in the diffraction rings and the decay in the intensity of the diffraction signal, interpreted as
the formation of misorientation within α-Mg because of rapid formation of dislocations due to glide,
i.e., work hardening. This process is indicated in Figure 8 by the blue arrows. Deformation twinning
can also occur at the early stages of deformation. However, it is not straightforward to be depicted by
the obtained azimuthal-strain-plots. The result is the progressive disappearance of the Bragg spots in
the azimuthal range shown in Figure 8.

The bending of the timelines is a second phenomenon interpreted from azimuthal-time plots,
as indicated by the black arrows in Figure 8. The bending of the timelines shows that the plastic
deformation leads to lattice rotation in some grains that bends the grain orientation in the azimuthal-time
plots. The progressive disappearance of those timelines indicates those grains are not in Bragg position
as a consequence of the pronounced basal texture formation, as shown in Figures 3–5. Dynamic
recovery causes the thinning of the timelines due to the reorganisation of dislocations, diminishing the
local misorientation spread. Finally, the general spread in orientation and decay in intensity of the
timelines occurs due to the ongoing formation of misorientation within the grains as a mechanism of
plastic deformation accommodation.

Despite the comparable azimuthal-strain plots at 250 ◦C in Figure 8 for the investigated conditions,
there is a significant difference between 250 ◦C and 300 ◦C: new spots are observed at 300 ◦C,
as highlighted in the magnified area, and is more pronounced for the ZK40. The spotty characteristic
of the azimuthal-strain plots can occur due to:
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• Twinning: the progressive appearance of a timeline in a crystallographic plane with the
simultaneous and progressive disappearance of the timeline corresponding to the parent grain in
another crystallographic plane.

• DDRX: nucleation and growth of new grains that appear in the gauge volume and as new timelines.

The observed new spots and timelines likely correspond to the formation of new grains since
they appear as a thinning of diffuse regions, and those crystals rotate notably. Their subsequent
disappearance can be attributed to:

• Sufficiently high local plastic deformation leads to lattice rotation of the formed grains,
consequently, to the disappearance of their corresponding timelines.

• A fraction of the new grains can be pushed away from the gauge volume. Oppositely, new ones
can enter the gauge volume, leading to the appearance of new spots.

 
Figure 8. Azimuthal-strain plots for the three investigated alloys tested at 250 ◦C and 300 ◦C for
the strain rate of 0.0001 s−1. Blue arrows indicate the intense spread of orientation in the diffraction
rings and the decay in the intensity of the diffraction signal. Black arrows indicate the bending of the
timelines. CD indicates the compression direction.

The azimuthal-time plots of the of the
{
1010
}

and {0002} are shown in Figure 9 for the deformed
samples at 0.001 s−1. Similar to the azimuthal-strain plots obtained for the 0.0001 s−1 (Figure 8),
the deformation of the investigated alloys at 0.001 s−1 leads to the formation of:
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• Misorientation spread: the intense spread of orientation in the diffraction rings and the decay in
the intensity of the diffraction signal.

• Crystal and subgrain rotation: bending of the timelines.

 
Figure 9. Azimuthal-strain plots for the three investigated alloys tested at 250 ◦C and 300 ◦C for the
strain rate of 0.001 s−1. Blue arrows indicate the intense spread of orientation in the diffraction rings and
the decay in the intensity of the diffraction signal. Black arrows indicate the bending of the timelines.
CD indicates the compression direction.

The spread of crystal orientation and the disappearance of the timelines show the first phenomenon.
The blue arrows in Figure 9 and the diffuse formation timelines in Figure 9 indicate the misorientation
spread. The black arrows in Figure 9 indicate the second phenomenon. The timelines in the
azimuthal-strain plots for 0.001 s−1 are more diffuse than those of the deformation at 0.0001 s−1

(Figure 8) because of:

• The stack of less Debye–Scherrer rings: 10% of the ones used for the 0.0001 s−1

• Higher dislocation density and higher misorientation spread within the grains formed at higher
strain rates.

4. Discussion

The in-situ and ex-situ results for the deformation at moderate temperatures of ZK40 alloy and
modified ones with individual addition of Ca and Gd show that dynamic recovery is the primary
restoration mechanism of theα-Mg up to the investigated strain. Simultaneously, the brittle behaviour of
the intermetallic compounds leads to their fragmentation and, consequently, flow softening. Figures 3–5
elucidate the role of dynamic recovery, where the formation of a substructure with low angle grain
boundaries is present for all conditions. Figure 6 shows the significant fraction of low angle grain
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boundaries in the range between 2◦ to 5◦ that are typically cell or subgrain boundaries formed by the
reorganisation of dislocations via dynamic recovery. Their fraction is the highest among the measured
boundary types in all investigated cases. The formed boundaries between 5◦ and 15◦ are correlated to a
higher level of local plastic deformation, leading to a higher degree of local lattice rotation. The plastic
deformation is accommodated either by the formation of misorientation spread through the α-Mg
matrix, slip bands, and formation of a band-like structure or by dynamic recovery and organised
boundaries. The plateau that follows the work hardening in the flow stresses in Figure 2 occurs when
the consumption of dislocation via dynamic recovery balances their production.

However, dynamic recovery does not occur homogeneously within the α-Mg grain. Figure 10
shows the kernel average misorientation analysis for the deformed alloys at 300 s−1 and 0.001 s−1.
The kernel average misorientation distribution, Figure 10d shows nearly the same distributions for the
three alloys. The maps, though, shows that the formed boundaries distribute more homogeneously
for the ZK40 alloy. At the same time, the new boundaries localise in the vicinity of intermetallic
compounds and within individual grains for the ZK40-CaO. Thus, Ca addition seems to hinder the
reorganisation of dislocations into low angle grain boundaries. ZK40-Gd shows an intermediate
behaviour, where a more homogeneous substructure is formed compared to the ZK40-CaO, but less
homogeneous compared to the ZK40.

 

Figure 10. Kernel average misorientation maps for the alloys deformed at 300 ◦C and 0.001 s−1:
(a) ZK40, (b) ZK40-CaO and (c) ZK40-Gd. Kernel average misorientation distributions for the three
alloys showed in (d). Only α-Mg is indexed. Non-indexed regions are highly deformed regions or
intermetallic compounds. White lines indicate high angle grain boundaries. ND and TD indicate the
compression and transversal directions, respectively.
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Dynamic recovery is the major but not the only restoration mechanism for the investigated
deformation conditions. Complementary to Figures 3–5 and 11 shows inverse pole figure maps in
higher resolution of the deformed alloys at 0.001 s−1. Despite the comparable overall microstructural
features (Figures 3–5) for investigated alloys and small differences concerning the different deformation
conditions, the differences are notable on the local scale. Black ellipses highlight the presence of
microstructural features that resembles deformation twins. The presence of misorientation spread,
different orientations and boundaries within those regions indicate that if they were deformation
twins, they were formed in an early stage of deformation followed by further local lattice rotation
and dynamic recovery. Hradilová et al. [50] showed similar microstructural features for Mg-Zn-Ca
alloys deformed in a similar temperature range. They explained those features as the formation of
tensile twins followed by accumulation of dislocations at the twin boundaries, dynamic recovery and
the formation of boundaries within the twins. Finally, the higher stored energy at twins [51] leads to
the bulging of new grains [50]. The first slope of work hardening observed in Figure 2a and more
evident for the ZK40-CaO and ZK40-Gd can correspond to the formation of twins, while the second
slope of work hardening before achieved plateau-like flow stress can correspond to twin growth and
increment of dislocation density within them. The negligible presence of twins at the post-mortem
microstructure at 0.3 strain agrees with the observation of Barnett et al. [52] that twinning is unlikely
to occur if slip starts to dominate at larger strains. Twinning as a predominant mechanism at the
beginning of deformation is also predicted due to the relatively large initial grain size [53,54] for the
investigated alloys. Therefore, DRX at 0.001 s−1 seems to occur due to the nucleation and growth of
new grains via DDRX at twinned regions at the early stages of deformation and is more pronounced
for the ZK40 alloy.

 
Figure 11. Inverse pole figure maps for the deformed alloys at 0.001 s−1: (a,d) ZK40; (b,e) ZK40-CaO;
(c,f) ZK40-Gd; and: (a–c) 250 ◦C, (d–f) 300 ◦C. Only α-Mg is indexed. Non-indexed regions are
highly deformed regions or intermetallic compounds. Black lines indicate high angle grain boundaries.
Black ellipses indicate regions that resemble twins. ND and TD indicate the compression and transversal
directions, respectively.
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The azimuthal-strain plots in Figure 8 show the presence of new spots. It is clarified by the
formation of new grains at 0.0001 s−1, as shown in Figure 12. Two mechanisms are proposed:

• Twins that recover and promote nucleation of new DDRX grains as explained by
Hradilová et al. [50] and indicated by the blue ellipses in Figure 12c.

• Pile-up of dislocation along grain boundaries and along intermetallic compounds leading to
bulging of new grains via DDRX, as indicated by the black arrows in Figure 12, followed by
growth as indicated by the white arrow arrows in Figure 12.

The azimuthal-strain plots in Figure 8 show that new spots are evident at 300 ◦C and negligible at
250 ◦C. The comparison between Figure 12a,b clarifies the different DRX mechanisms for the ZK40
at 250 ◦C and 300 ◦C, respectively. Despite a small fraction of DDRX grains observed at 250 ◦C,
as indicated by the black arrows in Figure 12a, their presence is notably more pronounced at 300 ◦C.
At 250 ◦C, the formation of new grains occurs via:

• The formation of a substructure followed by CDRX, as evidenced in the azimuthal-strain plots,
Figure 8: firstly, the intense spread of orientation in the diffraction rings and the decay in the
intensity of the diffraction signal is associated with the misorientation spread and the multiplication
of dislocations. It is followed by the bending and thinning of the timelines associated with subgrain
rotation and dynamic recovery, respectively. The white ellipses in Figure 12a indicate regions where
subgrains of different orientations are found within a grain. As proposed by Galiev et al. [12],
extensive cross-slip at lower temperature leads to dislocation rearrangements into low angle grain
boundaries networks, followed by CDRX.

• Bulging of new grains via DDRX indicated by the black arrows in Figure 12a.

Thus, higher temperatures promote DDRX for the ZK40 due to higher boundary mobility and
higher dislocation climb activity, promoting bulging of the deformed grain boundaries and the growth
of new grains. The controlling mechanisms are, though, a function not only of temperature but also of
strain. Moreover, different mechanisms can co-occur, as also observed by Galiyev et al. [12].

The addition of Gd or Ca also has an impact on the DRX kinetics. The presence of recrystallised
grains is more pronounced for the ZK40 (Figure 12a,b), while Gd addition leads to the formation
of a lower amount of new grains at 300 ◦C and 0.0001 s−1 up to the strain of 0.3, as indicated in
Figure 12d. On the other hand, the presence of new grains at 300 ◦C and 0.0001 s−1 seems negligible
for the ZK40-CaO. Hradilová et al. [50] showed that the peak stress is higher or equal to 0.3 for alloys
of similar composition. Following the assumption proposed by Galiyev et al. [12] for a ZK60 alloy,
Ca seems to modify the diagram of controlling mechanisms so that each field shifts to higher strains
and higher temperatures. Thus, Ca additions promote twinning, reduces climb and bulging of new
grains, retarding DDRX in Mg-Zn alloys.

Gd also seems to hinder DDRX. Despite the slightly smaller initial grain size than the ZK40
(Figure 1), the boundary density of high angle grain boundaries is smaller for the deformed ZK40-Gd
up to 0.3 of a strain than the ZK40 (Figure 6). This result seems contradictory with the finding of
Hoseini-Athar et al. [28], which showed that the addition of Gd to Mg-Zn alloys reduces the segregation
of elements in the α-Mg, leading to the increment of DDRX kinetics due to a reduction in solute drag.
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Figure 12. Inverse pole figure maps for the deformed alloys at 0.0001 s−1 and: (a) 250 ◦C, (b–d) 300 ◦C;
for the: (a,b) ZK40; (c) ZK40-CaO; (d) ZK40-Gd. Only α-Mg is indexed. Non-indexed regions are
highly deformed regions or intermetallic compounds. Black lines indicate high angle grain boundaries.
Black arrows indicate small grains at prior grain boundaries. Blue ellipses indicate regions that
resemble a twin shape and also new grains. ND and TD indicate the compression and transversal
directions, respectively.

Figure 1g–i shows that small content of Ca, and Gd is present in the α-Mg matrix and that the
segregation of Zn and Zr is pronounced. The ZK40 alloy shows mostly higher segregation of Zn.
Figure 13 shows the EDXS maps measured simultaneously with EBSD for the Zn segregation in the
deformed samples at 300 ◦C and 0.0001 s−1. The segregation of Zn is still present after deformation and
more pronounced for the ZK40, Figure 13a. While the investigated alloys by Hoseini-Athar et al. [28]
contained isolated intermetallic particles, the investigated ZK40-Gd has a semi-continuous network
of intermetallic compounds along the grain boundaries. Due to the higher strength, the network of
(Mg,Zn)3Gd2 withstand an elevated part of the stress until the network starts to fragment (Figure 7).
Then, the load is progressively transferred into the α-Mg, leading to flow softening [17], as shown in
Figure 2. Therefore, until the semi-continuous network of (Mg,Zn)3Gd2 withstands the load, the plastic
deformation is limited in the α-Mg matrix. Furthermore, the α-Mg deforms near the intermetallic
compounds, evident by the formation of boundaries preferentially along grains boundaries. Therefore,
the formation of a semi-continuous network of (Mg,Zn)3Gd2 reduces the role of DDRX in ZK40-Gd.
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Figure 13. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) maps of Zn normalised for de deformed alloys
at 300 ◦C and 0.0001 s−1: (a) ZK40, (b) ZK40-CaO, (c) ZK40-Gd. Only α-Mg is indexed. Non-indexed
regions are highly deformed regions or intermetallic compounds. Low and high angle grain boundaries
are indicated by red and black lines, respectively. ND and TD indicate the compression and transversal
directions, respectively.

The flow stress behaviour in Figure 2b and the formation of new grains are directly correlated:
the ZK40 and the ZK40-Gd exhibit a flow softening due to the formation of recrystallised grains,
while ZK40-CaO exhibits a slight work hardening, where the formation of new grains is nearly absent.
The fragmentation of the intermetallic compounds, as shown in Figure 7, seems to contribute to an
additional softening for the ZK40-Gd. However, the fragmentation of the intermetallic compounds
seems to play a minor role in the flow stress evolution for the ZK40-CaO.

Finally, the mechanisms of microstructure formation and the role of dynamic recovery are
derived from the interpretation of the microstructure features, Figure 14. Figure 14a,d,g shows a
notable misorientation spread in the inverse pole figure maps shown as a progressive change in
orientation within each grain. Besides, Figure 14c illustrates the misorientation profile I with variations
in misorientation without the formation of boundaries. The kernel average misorientation map
(Figure 14b) also indicates diffuse boundaries within the observed grain, indicating an early degree of
the reorganisation of dislocations via dynamic recovery. The misorientation profile II in Figure 14f
shows a region that resembles the morphology of a twin. The boundary misorientation is far from
90◦ (typically for the tensile deformation twins), indicating that the feature cannot be classified as
a twin. However, it suggests that it corresponds to a twin formed at early stages of deformation
that further deformed forming misorientation spread and boundaries within the twinned region,
as proposed by Hradilová et al. [50]. The kernel average misorientation map in Figure 14e shows a
diffuse pattern within a parent un-twined grain, indicating the parent grain also accommodates further
plastic deformation.

The increase in misorientation spread within α-Mg occurs due to lattice rotation caused by
the formation of geometrically necessary dislocations or the formation of LAGBs [42]. On the
other hand, the rotation of the subgrains with lower Taylor factor (softer subgrains) withstands
larger plastic deformation. Both phenomena indicate DRV as the predominant mechanism for the
microstructure evolution of the α-Mg, corroborating with the interpretation of the above-observed
microstructures. Complementary, Figure 14g shows a grain with a band-like structure that resembles
twins. The corresponding misorientation profile in Figure 14i shows that the boundary misorientations
are smaller than 40◦. The band-structure, thus, is a result of a substantial reorganisation of the initial
twin by pronounced local lattice rotation and formation of boundaries, visible in the kernel average
misorientation map in Figure 14h.
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Figure 14. Details of the magnified areas A1 (shown in Figure 4), A2, and A3 (shown in Figure 5)
for the (a–c) ZK40-CaO deformed at 250 ◦C and 0.001 s−1; (d–f) ZK40-Gd deformed at 300 ◦C and
0.0001 s−1; (a,d,g) inverse pole figure maps; (b,e,h) kernel average misorientation profile maps;
(c,f,i) misorientation profiles I, II and III, respectively. Only α-Mg is indexed. Non-indexed regions
are highly deformed regions or intermetallic compounds. ND and TD indicate the compression and
transversal directions, respectively.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The deformation behaviour at 250 ◦C and 300 ◦C of the ZK40 alloy and modified ZK40 alloys with
individual additions of CaO and Gd is investigated using in-situ synchrotron radiation diffraction and
ex-situ characterisation techniques. The restoration mechanisms are derived from the interpretation of the
microstructure features up to deformation of 0.3 of true strain. The following conclusion can be drawn:

• Additions of Ca and Gd increase the flow stress for the ZK40 alloys deformed at
intermediated temperatures.

• Flow softening of ZK40-Gd at 300 ◦C occurs due to discontinuous dynamic recrystallisation and
fragmentation of the intermetallic compounds.
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• The fragmentation of intermetallic compounds seems to play a minor role in flow softening for
the ZK40-CaO. Either only work hardening or a plateau in the flow stress occurs for this alloy up
to the investigated strain.

• The controlling mechanisms that accommodate plastic deformation depend on the strain rate,
temperature and strain, and are listed: misorientation spread within the α-Mg resulting from
dislocation slip, the formation of low angle grain boundaries via dynamic recovery, twinning and
dynamic recrystallisation.

• Dynamic recovery is the predominant restoration mechanism for the investigated alloys in
all conditions.

• The formation of low angle grain boundaries occurs more homogeneously within the grain for
ZK40 and ZK40-Gd. The Ca addition to the ZK40 seem to hinder the formation of subgrain
boundaries during deformation. The formed boundaries are localised at the vicinity of original
grain boundaries after 0.3 strain.

• Only the ZK40 deformed at 250 ◦C and 0.0001 s−1 shows continuous dynamic recrystallisation.
This occurs via the formation of subgrains and the increase in boundary misorientation due to the
progressive accumulation of dislocations via extensive cross-slip. It competes with discontinuous
dynamic recrystallisation that occurs via bulging of subgrains and growth.

• Discontinuous dynamic recrystallisation is more pronounced at 300 ◦C compared to 250 ◦C and is
present in the ZK40 and ZK40-Gd. Formation of an established subgrain structure that could lead
to continuous dynamic recrystallisation is not found at 300 ◦C in any alloy.

• Ca addition to the ZK40 inhibits discontinuous dynamic recrystallisation.
• Gd addition to the ZK40 forms a semi-continuous network of intermetallic compounds that takes

the load until its fragmentation, limiting the plastic deformation of the α-Mg, localising that at the
grain boundaries. Thus, discontinuous dynamic recrystallisation is more limited for the ZK40-Gd
compared to the ZK40.

• Tensile twins are rarely found in the microstructure after 0.3 strain. However, regions with similar
morphology of deformation twins found throughout the microstructure for all conditions and
alloys indicate twinning occurs at early stages of deformation followed by recovery and boundary
formation within the twinned portion of the grains. New recrystallised grains formed in those
regions are only found for the ZK40 alloy.
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Abstract: Magnesium alloys are primarily associated with complex forming mechanisms, which yield
ductility at high temperatures. In sheet metal forming, high triaxiality stress states that favor the ductile
damage mechanisms of void formation and growth are known to malleable metals. The formulation
of coupled damage models has so far failed, due to the incomplete experimental determination of
damage parameters for magnesium AZ31 thin sheet. A quantitative investigation was conducted to
determine the ductile damage behavior of twin-roll cast, hot rolled, and annealed AZ31 thin sheet.
Results on the mechanisms of void nucleation-, coalescence- and growth-rate were established at
temperatures ranging from room temperature to 350 ◦C. In-situ tensile tests were carried out in a
scanning electron microscope with three different specimen types: Simple tension specimens, notched
specimens for high triaxiality stress state testing, and shear specimens. Through a comparative analysis
of local strains measured by digital image correlation and local void volume fractions determined
through post-mortem analysis of specimen cross-sections, GTN (Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman)
model-based material parameters were determined by experiment, representing a novel departure
in the magnesium research landscape. The procedure developed in this context should also be
transferable to other metals in the form of thin sheets.

Keywords: ductile damage; GTN model; magnesium; in-situ; deformation mechanisms

1. Introduction

The modeling of materials and the simulation of entire process chains are state-of-the-art tools in the
development of components and their manufacturing processes. Requirements for high performance
and low costs drive the demand for precise material models. Non-linear finite element (FE) programs
with failure criteria or simple micromechanics-based models have long since they found their way
into industrial developments, mostly because commercially available FE software has progressively
implemented several damage models. Meanwhile, these include more complex coupled damage
models and can further account for multi-axial and non-proportional loadings [1].

With their great lightweight potential, magnesium alloys are increasingly utilized in the automobile
and aeronautical industries. Nevertheless, there are few guidelines for the determination of parameters
of complex coupled damage models, and in the area of magnesium (Mg) thin sheet, there is a complete
gap. Mg alloys have been of considerable interest for a long time from a scientific point of view,
due to the properties associated with their hexagonal crystal lattice structure. At room temperature,
the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure of Mg exhibits an inadequate amount of operational slip
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systems and substantial mechanical anisotropy, meaning that it is commonly regarded as a metal
with poor ductility [2,3]. However, the ductility of Mg alloys with increasing temperature is mostly
underestimated. Numerous studies confirm the strong increase in ductility Mg alloys exhibit at
elevated temperatures, as well as the versatile interactions of individual deformation mechanisms
in Mg, which may lead to superplasticity [4–7]. Samples made of Mg and its alloys tend to fail in
a ductile manner at low temperatures. As such, the failure mechanisms consist of the nucleation of
micro-sized voids, which grow and ultimately coalesce, leading to complete fracture. Nemcko and
Wilkinson [8] made use of in-situ x-ray computed micro-tomography (XCT) during tensile tests to
demonstrate the ductile failure process of pure Mg. In their work, void nucleation is predominantly
evident at twin and grain boundaries, followed by a rapid growth stage leading to final fracture.
The nucleation of voids at room temperature is generally understood to take place at grain boundaries,
where second-phase particles are located, or due to twinning [9,10]. As what is becoming a popular
method to study void development during deformation, XCT provides accurate results for statistical
evaluation and overcomes drawbacks of two-dimensional post-mortem studies. In many studies
on magnesium-aluminum-zinc alloys, void growth and coalescence are seen to result in apparent
acceleration of the damage kinetics [11–14]. The process of void coalescence leads to an abrupt
increase in the overall porosity, as the voids’ growth is accelerated, due to their mutual interactions.
Grain boundary sliding (GBS) is associated with complex void shapes [12]. The role of second-phase
particles as major nucleation sites for voids is well established, although they do not influence the
rate of void growth. Rashed et al. [13] find that with increasing strain, progressively smaller particles
induce voids. Furthermore, it remains possible that the material could exhibit pre-existing hydrogen
micro-voids resulting from the precipitation of hydrogen during solidification after the casting
process. These have a considerable influence on increases in void volume fraction, as they exhibit
the same growth rates as strain-induced voids. Compared to voids on grain boundaries, pre-existing
grain-interior micro-voids grow quite slowly [14]. Kondori and Benzerga [15] draw attention to the
fact that the strong basal texture of rolled magnesium shows greater tolerance to ductile damage
accumulation in notched specimens than in smooth ones. Here, a transition from twinning-induced
fracture under uniaxial tension to void coalescence fracture under triaxial loading was evident.

In this study, the ductile damage behavior of twin-roll cast, hot rolled, and annealed AZ31 sheet is
characterized by in-situ tensile testing, as well as a two-dimensional post-mortem cross-section analysis
in a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Then, Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman (GTN) model-based
ductile fracture parameters are proposed as a function of temperatures ranging from room temperature
(RT) to 350 ◦C. These investigations get to the bottom of the current gap in the state-of-the-art to
establish a characterization method that allows the experimental determination of damage parameters
in thin sheet metal. The GTN model is based on the approach by Gurson [16] and is the most widely
used continuum mechanics-based model. In the absence of porosity, the Gurson flow potential reduces
to the von Mises potential, while as porosity grows, the Gurson flow potential contracts to express
the loss of load-bearing capacity as a function of the evolving void volume fraction. From Tvergaard,
Chu, and Needleman [17–19], an extension of the Gurson model has proven to offer more accuracy.
The resulting flow potential is defined as:

ΦGTN =

(
σv

σy

)2
+ 2q1 f ∗ cosh

(
3
2

q2
σH

σy

)
−
(
1 + q3 f ∗2

)
(1)

where σy is the yield stress of the matrix material, σv is the von Mises equivalent stress and σH is the
mean stress. Tvergaard, Chu, and Needleman replaced the void volume fraction f by a modified damage
parameter f ∗ to reflect void coalescence processes after a critical void volume fraction fc is reached:

f ∗ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

f , if f < fc
fc +

f ∗u− fc
ff− fc

( f − fc) , if f ≥ fc
(2)
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where ff is the critical void volume fraction at fracture and f ∗u = q1 +
√

q1
2 − q3/q3. By adding the

material-dependent parameters q1, q2 and q3, a better fit of numerical results can be achieved [17–19].
The model assumes a homogeneous distribution of spherical voids in an isotropic material. f follows
the evolution equation

.
f =

.
f nucleation +

.
f growth =

.
f nuc +

.
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where fN is determined so that the void volume fraction nucleated is consistent with the volume
fraction of void-inducing second-phase particles. Furthermore, Tvergaard, Chu, and Needleman
assume a normal distribution of void nucleation at second-phase particles with εN being the mean
plastic strain at maximum nucleation and SN the standard deviation.

Publications of successful continuum damage modeling applications in the forming of the
AZ31 sheet are quite scarce [20–22]. In fact, this study represents a novel departure in the Mg
research landscape on experimentally determined GTN model-based damage parameters. The authors
investigate the adaptation of the model to use with a hexagonal metal.

2. Materials and Experimental Procedure

For the present work, twin-roll cast, hot rolled, and annealed 1.0 mm-thick AZ31 magnesium
sheet was manufactured by the Institute of Metal Forming (Technische Universität Bergakademie
Freiberg, 09599 Freiberg, Germany). The chemical composition of the investigated alloy is presented
in Table 1. A description of the manufacturing process and the expected final properties of the test
material can be found in numerous publications [23–28].

Table 1. Nominal chemical composition of the investigated AZ31 magnesium sheet (wt.%).

Al Zn Mn Zr Cu Si Fe Sn Ca Mg

2.99 0.969 0.377 0.002 0.001 0.017 0.003 <0.005 <0.001 bal.

First, rough outlines of the tensile specimens were cut from the sheet via waterjet cutting. Subsequently,
the stressed parts of the specimen were fine milled to precise dimensions, as shown in Figure 1b–d.
The work sequence for the experimental procedure was that of initial surface preparation, then tensile
testing, and finally, the reconstruction of the void volume fraction from the sample cross-sections.
For the local strain analysis and the observation of near-surface damage phenomena, in-situ (during the
experiment) images were taken by means of a MIRA3 scanning electron microscope (SEM) from Tescan
(at the Technion, 32000 Haifa, in the lab for Computational and Experimental Micromechanics of Materials).

The tensile tests were carried out with an in-situ tension-compression module from Kammrath and
Weiss with a traverse velocity of 5 μm/s (see Figure 1a). The heating stage was located beneath the
specimen. The loading direction was parallel to the rolling direction at 20 ◦C, 150 ◦C, 250 ◦C, and 350 ◦C.
The tensile tests were preceded by heating of the specimen at a rate of 1 K/s and a holding time of 20 s.

The surface preparation of the samples was carried out mechanically and chemically. In order to
avoid excessive removal of the material on the surface, only three preparation steps were implemented
as preparation for the EBSD (electron backscatter diffraction) analysis, as well as for the in-situ testing.
The first step involved a grinding stage (with the addition of ethanol) on P4000 grade SiC abrasive
paper. The samples were then polished with a SiO2 + iron oxide suspension (particle size 0.06 μm).
The last step involved immersing the samples in Nital (95 mL of ethanol and 5 mL of concentrated
nitric acid) for not more than 5 s. The Nital treatment removes the slightly deformed polished surface
in order to ensure superior EBSD results. The EBSD analysis (15 kV acceleration voltage, 0.6 μm step
size) was carried out using Aztec software from Oxford Instruments and subsequent evaluation through
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an open-source MATLAB toolbox called MTEX (for the calculation of the orientation distribution
function and pole figures from the EBSD data) [29]. The correct half-width of 7.5◦ and bandwidth of 33
was determined by means of the optimal kernel function algorithm calcKernel and the RuleOfThumb
method for orientation distribution function (ODF) estimation available in MTEX.

 

Figure 1. (a) Experimental setup for in-situ tensile tests inside the SEM, as well as specimen geometries
in mm and their theoretical stress triaxiality η for stress states of (b) high triaxiality, (c) simple tension,
and (d) simple shear.

To determine the void volume fraction in a cross-section parallel to the sheet plane, torn samples
were ground to half their thickness. Here, the sample holder AccuStop from Struers was used to
ensure good planarity. The surface preparation was carried out in the same way as described above.
High-resolution SEM images where used to determine the area fraction (see Figure 2), as well as the
size distribution of voids and second-phase particles.

 

Figure 2. Voronoi decomposition method to calculate the local void area fraction by (a) partitioning
the cross-section images and (b) relating the individual region areas to the void area contained
therein; (c) example of digital image correlation (DIC) strain analysis carried out using images of
the specimen surface.
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Since the present study was carried out over a wide range of temperatures and stress triaxialities,
which manifested in rather large variations in local void densities, the authors opted for a method
known as Voronoi decomposition [30]. The borders of the Voronoi cells were positioned halfway
between the two neighboring void centroids and formed the reference area in which the local void
area fraction was determined, as seen in Figure 2a,b. The void area fraction f was determined on the
specimen cross-section parallel to the sheet plane. Thus, the simplification was made that the area
fraction of visible voids corresponded to the void volume fraction, while the area of the second-phase
particles corresponded to the particle volume fraction.

The strain analysis was carried out from the discrete SEM images by means of digital image
correlation (DIC, see Figure 2c). The natural surface structure provided the necessary contrast in the
present work. The MATLAB tool Ncorr v1.2 used is an open-source, two-dimensional DIC program
whose algorithms are described in Reference [31]. A total of 20 profile lines were placed along the loading
direction on the local void area fraction data, as well as strain analysis. As demonstrated in Figure 2
mean value graphs were then used to correlate the mean local void area fraction with local strains.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Materials Characterization

The initial microstructure of the investigated AZ31 magnesium sheet was characterized by
globular grains, with an average equivalent grain diameter of 6 μm determined with through-thickness
EBSD data (2◦ grain tolerance angle and 2 μm minimum grain size, see Appendix A, Figure A1).
As demonstrated in Figure 3a larger grains (which are predominantly located at the sheet upper and
lower surface) have a size of up to 50 μm, and reveal a minor bimodal grain size distribution. The grain
size distribution does not vary between cross-sections 0◦ or 90◦ to rolling direction (RD).

  

Figure 3. The initial microstructure of the AZ31 magnesium sheet studied, characterized by (a) the grain
size distribution with reference to the respective area fraction, (b) pole figures with reference to the basal
and prismatic planes, as well as (c) the orientation distribution function (ODF) section at ϕ2 = 0◦.

The presented pole figures in Figure 3b confirm a strong basal texture with the (0001) basal poles
showing a high intensity normal to the RD-TD (rolling direction-transverse direction) plane. This is a
known phenomenon in rolled Mg sheets, with the basal planes reoriented parallel to the horizontal
material flow as basal dislocation slip is activated in the rolling direction [24,32]. Furthermore, the pole
figure for the (10-10) prismatic planes shows a random distribution in sheet plane, revealing a typical
fiber texture. The calculated ODF sections at ϕ2 = 0◦, shown in Figure 3c, confirm the fiber texture.
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The intragranular misorientation angles from the EBSD data was determined to have a median
value of 0.3 (map shown in Appendix A, Figure A1). The authors can, therefore, presume that the
microstructure was in a completely recrystallized and recovered state prior to tensile testing.

3.2. Deformation Mechanisms

In the following, in-situ SEM images from the specimen surface during loading are discussed.
Here, the authors acknowledge that in the present investigations, the observed phenomena at the
surface might not quite correspond to the events inside the sample volume. Surface observation
represents a shear stress-free interface and offers the opportunity to gain new impressions about
material mechanisms. In the unloaded condition, the specimen surface has a dark grey appearance
with uniformly distributed second-phase particles in bright contrast ranging from 0.5 to 5 μm in size
(see Appendix A, Figure A2). These particles have a composition that matches the alloying elements
according to the γ-phase Mg17Al12 (larger particles) or Al-Mn-containing intermetallic compounds
(smaller particles at grain boundaries) [33,34]. Due to the short etching time and the selected contrast
conditions, no grain boundaries could be identified on the surface. As illustrated in Figure 4a–c
for a simple tension specimen at 150 ◦C, grain distortion, grain reorientation through GBS, and slip
traces from dislocation glide can clearly be identified as soon as loading is applied. By tracking
individual particles (red circles in Figure 4a–c) the evolution of the surrounding grains could be
observed as a function of applied strain. When comparing the sample surfaces in Appendix A,
Figure A2, it can be seen that a surface-relief is induced with rising strains attributed to GBS (also see
Reference [35]). Features in the images taken from high triaxiality and simple tension specimens
did not differ. As indicated in Figure 4b, grain distortion took place along the loading direction,
while the slip traces predominantly became visible at an angle of 45◦. Especially at RT and 150 ◦C,
these observations could be made quite clearly. In a similar study by Xia et al. [36] with Mg-AZ31 at
RT, particular attention was paid to inhomogeneous strain fields, which cause the distortion of grains.
In Reference [37], shear bands in AZ31, as well as in pure magnesium [38], are seen to be activated early
and incur heavy local strains. As soon as GBS occurs, the grain boundaries, which are dimensionally
like the EBSD initial state analysis, become clearly visible.

 

Figure 4. Example of a 150 ◦C simple tension specimen (loading direction indicated by blue arrows)
with a tracked particle indicated by red circles and the orientation of slip traces indicated by red arrows;
elongation ε indicated with reference to the initial gauge length of 3 mm being (a) 25%, (b) 40% and (c)
55%.

As can be expected, the simple shear specimen changed the stress mode, inducing an entirely
different pattern at the specimen surface than in the tension specimens (see Figure 5a–c). Here, the visible
slip traces appeared parallel to the loading direction, while the grains were distorted and rotated 45◦
away from it. This shows that the specimen geometry had, in fact, induced shear deformation along the
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loading direction. Nevertheless, the authors could also observe that with increasing deformation of the
shear specimen, the grains and slip traces rotated back. At high strains (possible at 250 ◦C and 350 ◦C,
though not shown Figure 5), this rotation ended in the grains aligning parallel to the loading direction
and leaving a similar appearance as simple tension samples (comparable to Figure 4). Twinning could
not be identified clearly in the present study, although the results of Reference [39] suggest that the
parallel lines could be a sign thereof. If the orientation of slip traces within a grain changes suddenly,
Reference [40] determined that this has to do with a local change in the active slip system. According
to Reference [41], the change in slip systems during increasing local strains is related to increasing
levels of connectivity between favorably oriented grains. It is stated in Reference [38] that twinning
observed during in-situ examinations on the grain-scale does not follow the orientation of slip traces
and is clearly identifiable. The perpendicular orientation of the loading direction towards the sharp
basal texture points out, however, that the Schmid-factor of prismatic and pyramidal slip must be
highest. In the present study, the occurrence of both twinning and basal slip is unlikely, especially at
elevated temperatures.

 

Figure 5. Example of a 150 ◦C simple shear specimen (loading direction indicated by blue arrows) with a
tracked particle indicated by red circles and the orientation of slip traces indicated by red arrows; elongation
ε indicated with reference to the initial gauge length of 1 mm being (a) 50%, (b) 80% and (c) 110%.

The occurrence of both the phenomena of GBS, as well as of slip trace formation, exhibited a
clear temperature-dependence (see Figure 6). As soon as loading was applied and as the first visible
mechanism of deformation, GBS began to change the surface topography. The temperature-dependence
can be observed in Figure 6a–d, where rising temperatures increased the activity, and thus,
the contribution of GBS to deformation. As a result, the rising temperature decreased the appearance
of slip traces (Figure 6e–h). The authors concluded that due to softening mechanisms, the dislocation
density did not increase enough to make slip traces visible. The GBS observed at room temperature
was considered to be related to locally inhomogeneous deformation, while pure GBS without shear
band formation was the cause of surface undulation at temperatures above 250 ◦C, as stated by
Reference [35]. As the critical resolved shear stresses of non-basal slip systems fall with increasing
temperature, the probability of slip traces arising from a single slip mode per grain decreases greatly.
According to Reference [41], the influence of grain sizes of neighboring grains has a great influence
on the active deformation mechanism, which was why differences between single grains could be
observed in this study as well. The authors of the present study further assume that GBS is generally
more active at the surface, as these grains have more freedom of movement than grains in the bodies
of the samples.

Lastly, a phenomenon that the authors presume to be a sort of dynamic recrystallization became
visible in the later stages of 350 ◦C testing only. While extremely elongated grains and highly roughened
topology characterized the surface of the 250 ◦C specimen (Figure 7a), the surface of the 350 ◦C specimen
(Figure 7b) exhibited relatively equiaxial grains. The low distortion of these equiaxial grains at 350 ◦C
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suggested that they were not significantly involved in the deformation process. Leaving the surface
open-pored, numerous smaller grains appeared increasingly in the interstices of these grains. As seen
in Figure 7c, these smaller grains had angular—and no smooth—edges. These specific in-situ surface
observations were unique to this study. Therefore, an unmistakable relation to the well-known
mechanism of dynamic recrystallization with reference to supplementary studies could not be made.

 

Figure 6. Increasing grain boundary sliding (GBS) activity observed for simple tension specimens at (a) RT,
(b) 150 ◦C, (c) 250 ◦C, and (d) 350 ◦C, and strains equal to 10%; varying slip trace appearance observed for
simple tension specimens at (e) RT, (f) 150 ◦C, (g) 250 ◦C, and (h) 350 ◦C, and strains equal to 30%.

 

Figure 7. Comparison of the (a) 250 ◦C specimen to the (b,c) 350 ◦C in-situ simple tension test specimen
where dynamic recrystallization reduced grain elongation and formed new grains along existing boundaries.

3.3. Damage Mechanisms

3.3.1. Initial Void Volume Fraction

The initial void volume fraction was determined on a non-loaded sample, with f0 = 0.0004± 0.0001,
by surface area fractions of matrix versus voids visible in the sample cross-section. It is reasonable
to assume that the voids in f0 originated from the TRC manufacturing process. This involved a
very small proportion of existing micro-voids that result from the precipitation of hydrogen during
solidification [14]. These voids were not eliminated in the subsequent hot rolling process. Based on a
numerical evaluation, i.e., without experimental investigations, Wang et al. [20] and Zhao et al. [21]
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apply an initial void volume fraction of 0.001 for AZ31, which is twice as high. However, f0 represents
a property that is strongly dependent on the manufacturing process—e.g., casting or forming—and
that should be determined separately for each material investigated.

3.3.2. Void Nucleation

The GTN model considers the dynamics of newly nucleated voids as a function of void-inducing
particles. In the present work, this corresponds to the surface area fraction of the second-phase
particles fN. The assumption that the totality of these particles could initiate the nucleation of voids
corresponds to the definition in the primary literature [17,19]. Minus the initial void volume fraction in
the non-loaded cross-section of a sample, fN was determined to be equal to 0.011 ± 0.003. Analogously
to the initial void volume fraction, this value is strongly dependent on the microstructure (precipitation,
phases, inclusions, etc.) and should not simply be taken from the literature. The mean strain for void
nucleation εN means that half of all voids that could be initiated by second-phase particles were formed
at εp = εN. The void nucleation rate

.
f nuc is subject to a Gaussian normal distribution with the standard

deviation SN, see Equation (3). In the present work, εN and SN were evaluated numerically, since
they can only be obtained indirectly from the explicit representation of the void-development function
using experimental data (see Figure 2, bottom graphs).

3.3.3. Void Coalescence and Failure

The void volume fraction at the onset of void coalescence fc was determined by means of the
mean value of several line sections in the sample cross-section parallel to the direction of loading.
Each line section indicated the course of f (x) as a function of the location x. As soon as void coalescence
occurred, the increase in the curve changed and fc could be read directly from it (see Figure 2). The void
volume fraction at the moment of failure ff was determined analogously, as the average value of
the maxima of f (x). The locations x for fc and ff are of crucial importance for the calibration of the
GTN model because they make the correlation to the local strain possible. After the scales of the
SEM images and the DIC analysis were adjusted, it was possible to read εc and εf directly. fc and ff
were equally temperature-dependent (Figure 8a,b) and followed an almost linear relationship with
increasing temperature. At RT, fc and ff assumed the lowest values for both sample types. The results
show the largest void volume fraction at 350 ◦C.

  

Figure 8. Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman (GTN) model-based material parameters for critical void
volume fractions for fracture and the onset of void coalescence, as well as mean strains for nucleation at
RT, 150 ◦C, 250 ◦C, and 350 ◦C for (a) a high-stress triaxiality specimen and (b) a simple tension specimen.

During the determination of the void volume fraction, it was qualitatively evident that the voids
became larger and larger from RT to 350 ◦C. This feature was also apparent in the analysis of the
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fracture surfaces. In addition, it was found that fc and ff in the notched tensile specimens were about
twice as high as in the uniaxial tensile test. The high triaxiality of notched tensile specimens leads to
rapid void growth, which explains the higher absolute values [15]. Ray and Wilkinson [9] indicate
an ff value at RT of less than 0.005 for AZ31, which is significantly lower than the values found in
the present work. Possible reasons for this are that the tensile specimens in Reference [9] had a very
large notch radius, the computer tomography used only detected voids with a size of 5 μm or more,
and that the tests were stopped. This means that at the time of analysis, the samples were just about to
fail; on the contrary, in the present analysis, the specimens have reached failure elongation.

3.3.4. Role of Second Phase Particles

The evolution equation of the void volume fraction in the GTN model functions independently of
the actual mechanism of void nucleation. The model cannot distinguish whether voids have formed
in the vicinity of particles, at grain-boundary triple points, or at twin boundaries without explicitly
introducing the nucleation microstructural feature into the model, as was done in References [42,43].
Since the second-phase particles were homogeneously distributed and did not form accumulations,
premature failure, as in the investigations of Wang et al. [44], could not be assumed in this
respect. Barnett [45] also describes a direct relationship between twin formation and void nucleation.
Thus, twins initiate void nucleation within a grain, which then grow rapidly up to the grain boundaries.
This includes, in particular, double twins—which, according to Ulacia et al. [46], are more likely to occur
at high strain rates. The present investigations indicate that void nucleation must have taken place not
only through second-phase particles, but also at grain boundaries. When considering single-phase
metals, Bieler et al. [47] show that void nucleation is mainly caused by damaging alternating effects of
dislocations at grain boundaries. Against this background, the representative accuracy of the damage
model could be optimized by adding further terms for the respective void nucleation mechanisms,
such as in Reference [48]. However, this would also mean that the dynamics of the respective void
nucleation mechanisms could be quantified.

In order to clarify the void nucleation mechanism, a distinction is made in the following between
particle breakage and decohesion from the matrix. The matrix material appears greyish, voids are
significantly darker or black, and particles are white. The mechanism of void nucleation is strongly
dependent on the material properties, such as particle strength, size, and shape, as well as the strain
hardening behavior of the matrix. According to Benzerga and Leblond [49], the decohesion process
occurs in soft matrix materials, while particle breakage occurs in hard matrix materials. In the present
work, it was observed that a series of large fragmented second-phase particles (>5 μm) were present
in areas of low strain (Figure 9a). In areas of high plastic strain, especially near the fracture surface,
the particle size rarely exceeded one micrometer (see Figure 9b). Spherical voids without direct
contact with a particle may have been in the matrix already and were the result of the initial void
volume fraction.

 

Figure 9. Exemplary SEM images of the sample cross-section of a sample tested at 350 ◦C (a) slightly
further from the fracture surface with low strains and (b) near the fracture surface with correspondingly
higher local strain.
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Large particles were broken by the deformation process and then acted as nucleation sites for void
formation. The fact that the mechanisms of both particle breakage and decohesion from the matrix
were active was confirmed by SEM images. As can be observed in Figure 10a, the breakage of the
particle (white) led to the nucleation of the void. From a particle size of approximately 1 μm upwards,
however, the mechanism of decohesion was dominant (Figure 10b). In the case of the investigated
material, which mechanism of void nucleation was dominant depended on the particle size. It was
also found during the investigations that some voids contained several particles. This is possibly an
indication that voids that were once formed individually had coalesced at high strain levels.

  
Figure 10. SEM images of a particle breakage (a) and the decohesion of a particle from the matrix (b),
which led to void nucleation in the notched specimen at 200 ◦C; Statistics on the analyzed voids that
were in direct contact with particles after the test (c).

In addition to the analysis of the void volume fraction, another quantified factor was how many
of the voids were still in direct contact with particles after the test. In each of the cross-sections for the
statistics presented in Figure 10c, an average of 2000 to 3000 voids were evaluated. Lhuissier et al. [11]
find that 30% of the voids observed in AZ31 hot tensile tests were in direct contact with particles. In the
present study, this value lay between 10 and 20% depending on the temperature.

It may be assumed that the actual proportion of voids that were in direct contact with particles
during deformation was higher, since the bond between particles and the matrix is significantly
reduced during void growth. In addition, the mechanical grinding and subsequent polishing of
the cross-sections removed many particles, which distorted these statistics. Furthermore, existing
hydrogen micro-cavities, which do not necessarily contain particles, cannot be distinguished after
the test [14]. The cavities do not necessarily have to be spherical, since the alloy under investigation
exhibits high GBS activity at higher temperatures, and thus, develops complex cavity shapes [12].
Nemcko et al. [50] also show that the anisotropic material behavior of the magnesium crystal can lead
to the nucleation of irregularly shaped voids.

With increasing temperature, the incidence of voids with broken particles decreases because the
strength of the matrix decreases, and voids tend to form through decohesion from the matrix. The fact
that at higher temperatures, there are fewer voids in contact with particles may be attributable to voids
becoming significantly larger than the particles that initiate them. At low temperatures, more voids are
formed, but they do not become quite as large, due to the low degree of local strain. Many particles,
thus, remain trapped in the void. The distance between voids is a decisive factor for the coalescence
phase, and thus, for the ultimate failure of the sample [51]. Because void nucleation and cavity growth
occur over large strain ranges, many voids of different sizes are created. In addition, large voids
influence the growth behavior of smaller voids in their environment [52]. This could be confirmed for
the investigated material, and in the vicinity of the fracture surface.
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3.3.5. Calibration of Growth Parameters and Normal Distribution

The GTN parameters q1, also known as the growth parameters, are usually specified in the
literature as q1 = 1.5, q2 = 1, and q3 = q1

2 = 2.25 in accordance with the recommendations of Tvergaard
and Needleman [17]. They influence the shape and size of the yield surface and have a direct influence
on the void growth rate

.
f gr through the flow rule. Figure 11a–d shows how the void volume fraction

behaved in the numerical simulation as a function of the effective plastic strain εp for the model
parameters developed in the present study. An explicit formulation of the void growth rate from
Prahl et al. [53,54] was used for this representation, integrating the equations for a single material
point. This was followed by the application of the associated flow rule (the equation of the evolution
of εp) in place of the trace of the strain rate tensor

.
ε

p in

.
f gr = (1− f )·trace

( .
ε

p)
= (1− f )

.
Λ
∂ΦGTN

∂σH
. (5)

Under the assumption that flow occurs and that σv = σy stands without feedback from f , the specific
void volume fraction fgr can be expressed as a function of the effective plastic strain εp [53]:

fgr = f0· exp (
3
2

q1q2sinh(
3
2

q2η)ε
p). (6)

  

Figure 11. Void volume fractions after calibration of the growth parameters for the temperatures RT
(a), 150 ◦C (b), 250 ◦C (c), and 350 ◦C (d) to fit experimental data taken according to Figure 2 from
notched samples.
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It was evident that the volume fraction of growing voids fgr was dependent on the initial void
volume fraction f0 and the triaxiality factor η, as well as q1 and q2. In the following a triaxiality factor
η = 0.5 is assumed. Since the GTN model also represents void nucleation, due to second-phase particles,
the void growth rate

.
f is extended by the void volume fraction of new voids fnuc. This can be clearly

seen in Figure 11, where f = fnuc + fgr. The sigmoidal curve of fnuc (secondary axes) starts at zero and
reaches its maximum at fnuc = fN = 0.0011. Viewed numerically, the newly formed voids are added to
the initial void density as a function of the strain εp, and then increase at the same rate. In the GTN
model, εN is the parameter that indicates from which effective plastic strain half of all of the particles
have led to the nucleation of a void. Its change results in the horizontal displacement of fnuc. SN is the
standard deviation and indicates the slope in the sigmoidal curve.

f ∗ represents the partially continuous function which, in the flow potential, leads to a reduction
of the flow area along the hydrostatic axis. According to Equation (2), a case distinction is made
depending on fc in order to determine the course of f ∗ in association with the active damage
mechanisms. Therefore, the course of f ∗ first runs along f (nucleation + growth) and from fc along
“ f > fc” (nucleation + growth + coalescence). It is clear that the rate of f ∗ increases from fc. At this
point, the function is not continuous and can lead to a bend in the course of f ∗. As soon as f ∗ is equal
to ff, the critically damaged elements are eliminated in the FEM simulation. It can be seen from the
range of values of the horizontal axes in Figure 11 that the local strains varied greatly depending on the
temperature. The rate of increase of the void volume fraction is approximately 0.02 at RT and 0.06–0.08
at temperatures ranging between 150 ◦C to 350 ◦C and a constant triaxiality of 0.5.

In the present work, the parameters q1, q2, εN and SN, which could not be measured directly in
the experiment, were numerically calibrated. Through the direct correlation of fc and ff with εc and εf

(cf. Figure 11), clear boundary parameters could be established:

f ∗(εp = 0) = f0 (7)

f ∗(εp = εc) = fc (8)

f ∗(εp = εf) = ff. (9)

The calibration was performed under the assumption that constant stresses prevailed with a
triaxiality factor of η = 0.5. This is closest to the mean stress state of the notched tensile specimens used.
Due to the quadratic cross-section here, the generally assumed triaxiality factor of 0.6 from round
notched samples cannot be assumed.

The regression analysis performed using the Solver add-in program in Microsoft Excel showed
that it was possible to calibrate the model with just two of the four remaining parameters q1, q2, εN and
SN, and without violating the boundary conditions. In the context of the present work, it was decided
to set the parameters q1 and q2 according to the recommendations of Tvergaard and Needleman [17],
thus, ensuring better comparability of the model parameters for other studies. Nevertheless, it should
be noted that the course of f ∗ was highly sensitive to influence from q1 and q2, which would be
advantageous in a representation of the exact course. In the present study, only the three boundary
conditions Equations (7)–(9) had to be fulfilled. The set of temperature-dependent GTN model
parameters developed for the investigated material is listed in the following Table 2:

Table 2. Compilation of the determined parameters for the GTN model depending on the temperature
for AZ31 thin sheet.

ϑ q1 q2 q3 f0 fN SN εN fc ff

RT

1.5 1 2.25 0.0004 0.011

0.0246 0.246 0.0018 0.0047
150 ◦C 0.0594 0.475 0.0078 0.051
250 ◦C 0.1188 0.95 0.0089 0.075
350 ◦C 0.1544 1.235 0.0123 0.104
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The determined parameters also reflect the real void nucleation process very well. In Figure 11, it can
be seen that fnuc has not yet reached its maximum before it fractures at f ∗ = ff. This comes remarkably
close to the experimental results, because both the analysis of the fracture surfaces and the analysis of the
proportion of voids in direct contact with second-phase particles indicated that not all particles contributed
to void nucleation. Furthermore, the parameters for the GTN model showed a linear dependence on
temperature, which can be represented with good approximation by Equations (10)–(13).

SN = 0.0004·ϑ+ 0.0107
(
R2 = 0.977

)
(10)

εN = 0.0031·ϑ+ 0.1249
(
R2 = 0.967

)
(11)

fc = 0.00003·ϑ+ 0.0019
(
R2 = 0.953

)
(12)

ff = 0.0003·ϑ+ 0.0015
(
R2 = 0.993

)
(13)

Thus, and analogous to the hardening and softening behavior and anisotropic hardening,
a continuously differentiable parameter from RT to 350 ◦C is available for damage modeling in
FEM simulation.

4. Summary and Conclusions

With the use of in-situ SEM tensile tests, twin-roll cast, hot rolled, and annealed magnesium AZ31
sheet was studied with respect to active ductile damage, as well as deformation mechanisms during
temperatures ranging from room temperature to 350 ◦C. Three specimen types were examined for
simple tension, high triaxiality, and simple shear stress states. Furthermore, post-mortem analyses of
specimen cross-sections were conducted. Here, ductile damage through void nucleation, coalescence,
and growth was linked to digital image correlation strain measurements to determine material
parameters. Based on the damage model by Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman (the GTN model),
these parameters were established to be used for finite element simulations with AZ31 magnesium
(see Table 2). An explicit formulation of the void growth rate has been chosen to prove the functionality
of the parameters. From the presented study, the authors conclude:

• SEM in-situ images have shown that the specimen surface shows no characteristic signs of ductile
damage, but rather allows statements to be made about the deformation mechanisms;

• Near-surface phenomena of slip traces, grain boundary sliding, and dynamic recrystallization
could be observed as functions of temperature and stress state;

• For the first time in literature, an experimental method is proposed and validated to determine all
GTN model parameters for sheet metal;

• The post-mortem analyses confirm that pre-existing hydrogen voids, particle-induced voids,
as well as voids from grain boundary failure or twin-boundary failure were responsible for ductile
damage accumulation. Nevertheless, the post-mortem analyses do not provide sufficient insight
into the exact statistics of void origin;

• The established GTN model parameters show a linear positive dependence on temperature.
Furthermore, this parameterization represents a milestone in the ductile damage modeling of
Mg thin sheet, because the large temperature ranges that can occur in sheet metal forming can
be simulated;

• The authors conclude that the anisotropic deformation properties can still be modeled as soon as
they are considered in the yield stress of the GTN model.
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Appendix A

 

Figure A1. (a) Grain orientation map of the specimen cross-section in ND (normal direction)-TD
(transverse direction) plane; the color grading indicates the crystal plane normal, which is parallel to
ND; (b) intragranular misorientation map on the identical area of analysis.
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Figure A2. In the undeformed condition, the specimen surface has a dark grey appearance with
uniformly distributed second-phase particles in bright contrast; Here, SEM images of (a) undeformed
sample surface as well as continuously increased strain at (b) 5%, (c) 10%, and (d) 15%, are shown.
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Abstract: AZ31 magnesium alloy sheets were prepared by low-speed extrusion at different
temperatures, i.e., 350 ◦C, 400 ◦C, and 450 ◦C. The microstructure evolution and mechanical properties
of extruded AZ31 magnesium alloy sheets were studied. Results indicate that the low-speed extrusion
obviously improved the microstructure of magnesium alloys. As the extrusion temperature decreased,
the grain size for the produced AZ31 magnesium alloy sheets decreased, and the (0001) basal texture
intensity of the extruded sheets increased. The yield strength and tensile strength of the extruded
sheets greatly increased as the extrusion temperature decreased. The AZ31 magnesium alloy sheet
prepared by low-speed extrusion at 350 ◦C exhibited the finest grain size and the best mechanical
properties. The average grain size, yield strength, tensile strength, and elongation of the extruded
sheet prepared by low-speed extrusion at 350 ◦C were ~2.7 μm, ~226 MPa, ~353 MPa, and ~16.7%,
respectively. These properties indicate the excellent mechanical properties of the extruded sheets
prepared by low-speed extrusion. The grain refinement effect and mechanical properties of the
extruded sheets produced in this work were obviously superior to those of magnesium alloys prepared
using traditional extrusion or rolling methods reported in other related studies.

Keywords: magnesium alloy; low-speed extrusion; microstructure evolution; mechanical properties

1. Introduction

At present, magnesium alloy products have been used in almost every aspect of human life.
For example, magnesium alloys can be used to produce light-weight automobile components or to
satisfy the noise-absorbing, shock-absorbing, and radiation-resistance requirements in the aerospace
industry [1,2]. Magnesium alloys can also be used to build lighter weapons and equipment for military
use, which will enhance maneuverable tactical performance and performances in remote and precision
strikes. Further, magnesium alloys have also been used widely in electrical and information industries
due to their advantages, e.g., the high specific strength, good thermal and electrical conductivity,
environmental friendliness, and excellent electromagnetic shielding performance, and because they
meet the requirements for light, thin, and small-footprint 3C products [2]. Therefore, accelerated
research and development of magnesium alloy materials will have a profound impact on the promotion
of societal development and human life improvement.
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Currently, the majority of magnesium alloy products are castings, especially die-castings [2,3].
However, the microstructures of such products are not ideal and the mechanical properties are poor,
which has greatly hindered the wider applications of magnesium alloys. The deformed magnesium
alloys prepared by plastic processing typically exhibit higher strength and toughness, and can thus
meet the requirements of a good deal of structural components [4,5]. Forward extrusion is a widely
used plastic processing method in the production of wrought magnesium alloys. During the extrusion,
the material will be subjected to high hydrostatic pressure, and a large amount of deformation will
occur, which is beneficial for eliminating microstructure defects in the ingots, thus effectively improving
the comprehensive properties of the material [6]. In comparison to other plastic processing methods,
e.g., forging and rolling, the extrusion process has the following advantages. First, the extrusion
process is highly flexible and easy to perform. Second, the precision in terms of the size of the extruded
products and the surface quality is high. Therefore, investigations of extruded magnesium alloys have
been the subject of research. Han et al. [7] prepared AZ31 magnesium alloy sheets with a fine grain
size of 1.4 μm by accumulated extrusion at 200 ◦C with an extrusion speed of 6 mm/s and an extrusion
ratio of 12.8:1. Yang et al. [8] studied microstructure evolution of AZ31 magnesium alloys extruded
by a high extrusion ratio of 94:1 at 430 ◦C, and an inhomogeneous microstructure with fine grains
(~8 μm) and coarse grains (~25 μm) was obtained. Jiang et al. [9] studied microstructure evolution
of AZ31 magnesium alloy extruded at 300 ◦C with an extrusion speed of 10 mm/s and revealed the
generation of basal texture variations. However, most studies have mainly focused on understanding
the microstructure and mechanical properties of magnesium alloys produced by extrusion with a
relatively high extrusion speed [7–9]. Based on previous studies, in the present work, the effects of
low-speed extrusion on the microstructure evolution and mechanical properties of AZ31 magnesium
alloys under different extrusion temperatures were investigated, with the aim of producing AZ31
magnesium alloy sheets with fine microstructure and excellent mechanical properties.

2. Experiment Procedures

The extrusion temperature of magnesium and its alloys is usually 300–450 ◦C. To understand the
effect of low-speed extrusion on the microstructure and mechanical properties of AZ31 magnesium
alloys, the microstructure evolution and mechanical properties of the sheets prepared by low-speed
extrusion at 350 ◦C, 400 ◦C, and 450 ◦C were investigated. Commercially available AZ31 magnesium
alloy rods having a diameter of 40 mm were applied as original samples. The DK7720 electrical-discharge
wire-cutting machine (Taizhou Huadong CNC Machine Tool Co. LTD, Taizhou, China) was used to
process the original samples into cylindrical samples having a diameter of 40 mm and a height of
30 mm. The cylindrical samples were then annealed in the KSL-1200X heating box furnace (Hefei
Kejing Material Technology Co. LTD, Hefei, China) at 400 ◦C for 2 h and subsequently extruded at
350 ◦C, 400 ◦C, and 500 ◦C on a hydraulic press (Jinan Zhonglu Chang Testing Machine Manufacturing
Co. LTD, Jinan, China), respectively. Prior to extrusion, the extrusion mold placed in a hollow
furnace was heated to the extrusion temperature and maintained for 2 h. The wire-cut cylindrical
samples were then placed in the mold and maintained for 1.5 h under the extrusion temperature.
Low-speed extrusion was then performed, and the extruded samples were cooled instantly in water
after extrusion. An extrusion rate of 1 mm/s and an extrusion ratio of 16:1 were applied in this
work. The extruded magnesium alloy sheets were 30 mm in width and 2 mm in thickness. Optical
microscopy (Keenz Corporation, Osaka, Japan) and electron back scattering diffraction (EBSD) (Oxford
Instruments, Oxford, England) installed on a FIB/ SEM double-beam electron microscope (TESCAN,
Brno, Czech Republic) were applied to study the microstructure evolution of the extruded magnesium
alloy sheets. The electrical-discharge wire-cutting machine was used to cut the extruded sheets along
the extrusion direction. The bone-shaped tensile samples had gauge dimensions of 10 mm (length)
× 3 mm (width) × 2 mm (thickness). The tensile testing was conducted using an AGX-XD-30 κN
electronic universal testing machine (Shimazu Instrument (Suzhou) Co. LTD, Suzhou, China) at
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ambient temperature, where the tensile strain rate was 1 × 10−3 s-1. Three tensile tests were performed
for each extruded condition.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructure of Original AZ31 Magnesium Alloy Rod

As indicated by Figure 1, the microstructure of the original magnesium alloy rod was very
inhomogeneous. Coarse equiaxed grains, fine equiaxed grains, and elongated grains all existed in the
original magnesium alloy rod. This is because the deformation degree of the original magnesium alloy
bar cannot reach the conditions of complete recrystallization during production. The deformation
amount in some areas is below the critical deformation degree, where dynamic recrystallization cannot
occur, which results in the existence of coarse equiaxed and elongated grains, i.e., incomplete dynamic
recrystallization [10,11]. Figure 2 presents the EBSD map with the (0002), (1

_
010), and (11

_
20) pole

figures of the original rod. Coarse equiaxed grains, fine equiaxial grains, and elongated grains were
all observed within the original magnesium alloy rod, indicating an inhomogeneous microstructure,
as in the results of metallographic microstructure analyses. As indicated by the (0002) pole figure in
Figure 2, a typical annular extruded fiber texture was observed in the original magnesium alloy bar,
where the (0002) basal planes in the majority of grains were parallel to the extrusion direction, and the
max intensity of basal texture was 15.08. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the preferred orientations
of the (1

_
010) and (11

_
20) prismatic planes in the original AZ31 magnesium alloy bar are not obvious.

The (1
_
010) pole figure indicates that the (1

_
010) prismatic plane is parallel to the extrusion direction.

 

Figure 1. Metallographic microstructure of original AZ31 magnesium alloy rod.

 

Figure 2. (a) Electron back scattering diffraction (EBSD) map and (b) (0002), (c) (1
_
010), (d) (11

_
2 0) pole

figures of original AZ31 magnesium alloy rod.
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3.2. Microstructure of AZ31 Magnesium Alloy Sheets Prepared by Low-Speed Extrusion

Figure 3 presents the positions for microstructure observation of the extruded sheet prepared
by low-speed extrusion. Figure 4 presents the metallographic microstructure of the extruded
sheets prepared by low-speed extrusion at different temperatures, where Figure 4a–c indicates
the metallographic microstructure at position 1 suggested by Figure 3, and Figure 4d–f shows
the metallographic microstructure at position 2. As indicated by Figure 4a–c, at position 1 of the
extruded sheets, dynamic recrystallization occurred at the grain boundary and a ring-shaped fine
grain microstructure formed. This phenomenon became more obvious for the sheets extruded at
350 ◦C and 400 ◦C. The deformation amount of the magnesium alloy was minor at position 1, and the
stored deformation energy was also insufficient such that partial original coarse grains and elongated
deformed microstructure were still preserved. Because of the high degree of plastic deformation and
dramatic dynamic recrystallization, the microstructure of the extruded sheets prepared by low-speed
extrusion under different temperatures became more homogeneous at position 2, and the average grain
size was reduced. Fine equiaxed grains formed via dynamic recrystallization in the extruded sheets
prepared by low-speed extrusion. During the dynamic recrystallization process, the average size (d) of
recrystallized grains has the following relationship with the Zener–Hollomon parameter (Z): lnd =
A − BlnZ. Further, Z, which represents the temperature-modified strain rate, is Z = εexp (Q/RT) [12].
Here, A and B are constants, ε denotes the strain rate during extrusion, Q denotes the deformation
activation energy, T denotes the extrusion temperature, and R is the gas constant. It is concluded
from the above formula that the size for dynamic recrystallized grains is inversely proportional to
lnZ and that Z is also inversely proportional to temperature T. Therefore, the average size of grains
formed by dynamic recrystallization increased as the extrusion temperature rose. As indicated by
Figure 4d–f, with increasing extrusion temperature, the grain size of the extruded sheets prepared by
low-speed extrusion at position 2 increased. The average grain sizes of the AZ31 magnesium alloy
sheets extruded at 350 ◦C, 400 ◦C, and 450 ◦C were 2.7 ± 0.2 μm, 4.1 ± 0.3 μm, and 6.0 ± 0.3 μm,
respectively. Thus, the influence of low-speed extrusion on the grain refinement of AZ31 Mg alloy
sheets was dramatic. Furthermore, the grain size of ~2.7 μm for the extruded sheets produced by
low-speed extrusion at 350 ◦C was substantially lower than the average grain size of extruded AZ31
magnesium alloys reported in the literature [13–15]. Li et al. [13] suggested that the average grain
size of AZ31 alloy sheets prepared by continuous variable cross-section direct extrusion at 350 ◦C,
an extrusion speed of 1 mm/s, and an extrusion ratio of 44.4 was 6.18 μm. Xu et al. [14] prepared AZ31
magnesium alloys by forward extrusion having an extrusion ratio of 33:1 and an extrusion temperature
of 400 ◦C, and the average grain size was 9.3 μm. Pan et al. [15] prepared AZ31 magnesium alloys by
conventional direct extrusion with an extrusion ratio of 31.52 at 400 ◦C, and the microstructure was
very inhomogenous, which consisted of 6–8 μm fine grains and 13–16 μm irregular elongated grains.

Figure 3. Positions for microstructure observation of the extruded sheet prepared by
low-speed extrusion.
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Figure 4. Metallographic microstructure of the extruded sheets prepared by low-speed extrusion at
different temperatures: (a,d) 350 ◦C; (b,e) 400 ◦C; (c,f) 450 ◦C.

Figure 5 presents the EBSD maps and (0002), (1
_
010), and (1

_
020) pole figures at position 2 of the

extruded sheets produced by low-speed extrusion at different temperatures. The EBSD maps in Figure 5
also show that the extruded sheets prepared by low-speed extrusion had a uniform microstructure,
and the grain size increased as the extrusion speed rose; the results are similar to those in Figure 4.
As indicated by the (0002) pole figure in Figure 5, all the extruded sheets produced by low-speed
extrusion exhibited a typical (0002) basal texture, and the (0002) basal planes in the majority of grains
were parallel to the extrusion direction. Further, with increasing extrusion temperature, the max basal
texture intensity of the extruded sheets decreased gradually. The max basal texture intensity of the
extruded sheets produced by extrusion at 350 ◦C, 400 ◦C, and 450 ◦C was 18.03, 16.01, and 15.82,
respectively. This was because as the extrusion temperature rose, the critical resolved shear stress
(CRSS) of the non-basal slips, such as prismatic slip and pyramidal slip, of the magnesium alloys
decreased. For instance, for magnesium alloys, the CRSS of the prismatic slip was close to that of the
basal slip, when the deformation temperature was above 300 ◦C [16,17]. Hence, the initiation of more
non-basal slips, e.g., prismatic slip and pyramidal slip, will lead to the increase of grains having a
non-basal orientation, which results in the relative decrease of basal texture strength [18,19]. In addition,
as indicated by the (1

_
010) and (1

_
020) pole figures in Figure 5, there was no preferred orientation for the

(1
_
010) and (1

_
020) prismatic planes in the extruded sheets prepared by low-speed extrusion.

3.3. Mechanical Properties of AZ31 Magnesium Alloy Sheets Prepared by Low-Speed Extrusion

Figure 6 indicates the true tensile stress–strain curves of AZ31 magnesium alloy sheets fabricated
by low-speed extrusion at different temperatures. The true stress–strain curves were determined
along the extrusion direction under room temperature. Table 1 presents their mechanical properties,
i.e., the yield strength, tensile strength, and elongation. As indicated in Figure 6, as the extrusion
temperature decreased, the tensile stress–strain curve of the extruded sheets increased gradually, and
the yield strength and tensile strength also increased gradually, but the elongation changed slightly.
As indicated by Table 1, the extruded sheet obtained by low-speed extrusion at 350 ◦C exhibited
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the highest overall mechanical properties. Its yield strength, tensile strength, and elongation were
~226 MPa, ~353 MPa, and ~16.7%, respectively, which are much larger than those of the AZ31 alloy
sheets prepared using the traditional extrusion or rolling processes reported in the literature [20–22].
For example, Yang et al. [20] prepared AZ31 alloy sheets by the forward extrusion process at 430 ◦C
having an extrusion ratio of 10:1 and an extrusion rate of 20 mm/s; the extruded magnesium alloy
sheet had a yield strength, tensile strength, and elongation of ~156 MPa, ~327 MPa, and ~19.7%,
respectively. Li et al. [21] prepared AZ31 alloy sheets at the extrusion temperature of 380 ◦C, and
the yield strength, tensile strength, and elongation of the sheets were 107 MPa, 230 MPa, and 19.3%,
respectively. Zhou et al. [22] prepared AZ31 alloy sheets using the traditional rolling process with
different rolling speed, and the prepared sheets rolled at a rolling speed of 0.1 mm/s exhibited a yield
strength, tensile strength, and elongation of 174 MPa, 279 MPa, and 18.9%, respectively. In addition,
as the extrusion temperature rose, the mechanical properties of the extruded sheets prepared by
low-speed extrusion deteriorated. The yield strength, tensile strength, and elongation of the sheet
extruded at 400 ◦C were ~200 MPa, ~332 MPa, and ~16.4%, respectively, whereas at the extrusion
temperature of 450 ◦C, they were ~177 MPa, ~320 MPa, and ~17.3%, respectively.

 

Figure 5. EBSD maps and (0002), (1
_
010), (1

_
0 20) pole figures of the extruded sheets prepared by

low-speed extrusion at different temperatures: (a) 350 ◦C; (b) 400 ◦C; (c) 450 ◦C.

Table 1. Mechanical properties of the extruded sheets fabricated by low-speed extrusion.

Extrusion Temperature Yield Strength (MPa) Tensile Strength (MPa) Elongation (%)

350 ◦C 226 ± 3 353 ± 3 16.7 ± 0.2
400 ◦C 200 ± 2 332 ± 3 16.4 ± 0.4
450 ◦C 177 ± 2 320 ± 4 17.3 ± 0.3
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Figure 6. True tensile stress–strain curves of the extruded sheets fabricated by low-speed extrusion.

As indicated by the above results of microstructure analyses, a higher extrusion temperature led
to a larger grain size of the extruded sheets prepared by low-speed extrusion, while the grain size
had a profound effect on the mechanical properties of metallic materials. Because the grain boundary
will hinder the movement of dislocations, the stress concentration generated by the piling up of
dislocations in large grains is more likely to induce the occurrence of plastic deformation in adjacent
grains compared to that in fine grains. The stress concentration in fine grains is less severe, so a large
external stress is required to activate the deformation in adjacent grains [23,24]. Hence, the extruded
sheets prepared at 350 ◦C, having a finer grain size, exhibited a higher strength. In addition, the basal
texture strength also has an impact on the yield strength of magnesium alloys. Weak basal texture
strength favors the initiation of basal slips during plastic deformation [25], resulting in a low yield
strength. This is one of the reasons why the yield strength of the produced sheets decreased with
increasing extrusion temperature.

4. Conclusions

This work investigated the effect of the extrusion temperature on the microstructure evolution
and mechanical properties of AZ31 magnesium alloy sheets prepared by low-speed extrusion. Results
indicated that low-speed extrusion led to the effective refinement of microstructure and enhancement
of the mechanical properties of the AZ31 magnesium alloys. When the extrusion temperatures were
350 ◦C, 400 ◦C, and 450 ◦C, the average grain sizes of the extruded sheets were ~2.7 μm, ~4.1 μm, and
~6.0 μm, respectively. A strong (0002) basal texture was observed within the prepared sheets, and the
max basal texture intensity was reduced as the extrusion temperature rose. Further, the mechanical
properties of the sheets prepared by low-speed extrusion deteriorated as the extrusion temperature
rose. When the extrusion temperature was 350 ◦C, the highest overall mechanical properties were
observed, where the yield strength, tensile strength, and elongation were ~226 MPa, ~353 MPa, and
~16.7%, respectively.
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Abstract: Mg-3Zn-1Al (AZ31) alloy is a popular wrought alloy, and its mechanical properties could
be further enhanced by the addition of calcium (Ca). The formation of stable secondary phase
(Mg,Al)2Ca enhances the creep resistance at the expense of formability and, therefore, necessitates the
establishment of safe working window(s) for producing wrought products. In this study, AZ31-3Ca
alloy has been prepared by the disintegrated melt deposition (DMD) processing route, and its
hot deformation mechanisms have been evaluated, and compared with similarly processed AZ31,
AZ31-1Ca and AZ31-2Ca magnesium alloys. DMD processing has refined the grain size to 2–3 μm.
A processing map has been developed for the temperature range 300–450 ◦C and strain rate range
0.0003–10 s−1. Three working domains are established in which dynamic recrystallization (DRX)
readily occurs, although the underlying mechanisms of DRX differ from each other. The alloy exhibits
flow instability at lower temperatures and higher strain rates, which manifests as adiabatic shear
bands. A comparison of the processing maps of these alloys revealed that the hot deformation
mechanisms have not changed significantly by the increase of Ca addition.

Keywords: thermomechanical processing; magnesium alloy; calcium addition; disintegrated melt
deposition; processing map; formability

1. Introduction

In recent years, magnesium alloys have become popular for use as lightweight structural
components in automobile, aerospace and biomedical applications [1,2]. AZ31 is the most popular
wrought magnesium alloy that has been investigated extensively [1,3]. However, the alloy faces
limitations of creep strength and corrosion resistance. Its creep strength may be enhanced by the
addition of alloying additions like rare-earth or alkaline-earth elements. The addition of Ca to
magnesium alloys has been studied extensively in view of its cost advantage over the rare-earth
elements [4–6] and its effect on strength and hot workability has been reviewed recently [6]. The room
temperature formability of AZ31 is improved by the addition of 0.5% Ca [7,8] since it reduces the
basal texture promoting prismatic slip. Sakai et al. [9] reported that addition of 1%Ca enhances the
room temperature strength of AZ31 significantly although the ductility improves only at temperatures
higher than about 150 ◦C. Ca addition to an extent of 0.7% enhances the corrosion resistance of AZ31
alloy [10] although higher additions are not particularly beneficial. The ultimate compressive strength
of AZ31 alloy at its service temperature (about 150 ◦C) increases from 134 MPa to 235 MPa with 2% Ca
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addition [6]. Further additions of Ca to AZ31 hold a potential in improving its higher temperature
strength and in this study, it is proposed to explore this possibility by enhancing the Ca content to 3%.

Complex intermetallic phases of (Mg,Al)2Ca and Ca2Mg6Zn3 are formed when alloying elements of
Al, Zn, and Ca are added to magnesium, and they become dispersed in the microstructure with different
morphologies depending on the melting and casting processes adopted [4,11,12]. However, a technique
called disintegrated melt deposition (DMD) has been developed to inherit the combined benefits of
stir-casting and spray-processing techniques [13,14]. Similar to stir casting, this method involves the
vortex mixing of alloying elements/reinforcement in the molten matrix and the resulting slurry is
deposited onto a metallic substrate after disintegration by jets of inert gases. Unlike conventional spray
processes, this method employs lower impinging velocity of gas jets with almost 100% recovery of
poured material as the formation of overspray powders is avoided [13]. Therefore, the DMD technique
offers the features of: (i) simplicity and cost effectiveness of conventional stir cast foundry process and
(ii) fine grain and homogeneous microstructure associated with spray deposition process.

DMD technique of processing involves atomization of liquid metal alloy which helps in the
production and deposition of fine metal droplets to form fine grains and a uniform distribution of
intermetallic phases in the microstructure. The collected metal droplets form a billet of low density
and can be further consolidated by extruding at desired temperature to produce rods/bars of desired
size [15,16]. The so-called DMD rods of AZ31, AZ31−1Ca and AZ31-2Ca alloys prepared by DMD
route have been studied earlier as regards their microstructure and hot working mechanisms [17–19].
In these investigations, it is found that addition of Ca to AZ31 has enhanced its compressive strength
without restricting the hot workability. The aim of the investigation is to examine the effect of further
addition of Ca to an extent of 3% on the hot workability of AZ31. In order to introduce a higher Ca
content in the alloy and distribute it homogeneously, the advantage of the DMD processing route has
been exploited. As in the case of earlier investigations of hot workability of DMD AZ31 alloys, the
approach of processing maps has been adopted in this study also.

2. Methodology

The principles behind the development of processing maps have been extensively documented in
the literature [20–22] following a dynamic material modeling approach. In simple terms, the model
differentiates the way the applied energy to deform a material is utilized or dissipated. The relative
proportion of energy dissipated for the generation of heat and microstructural changes determines
the efficiency of power dissipation. In the latter case, the energy dissipation may result in increase
of dislocations, dynamic recovery and recrystallization, etc. A simple parameter that can provide an
estimate of power partition between heat and microstructural changes in the strain rate sensitivity (m)
of flow stress under a given set of deforming conditions of temperature and strain rate. The efficiency
of power dissipation (η), responsible for bringing the microstructural changes during deformation can
be calculated using:

η = 2m/(m + 1) (1)

It is convenient to present the dissipation efficiency in the form of a map consisting of iso-efficiency
contours over the chosen ranges of temperature and strain rate to distinguish their effects.

Another important consideration is whether the material flow is stable during deformation under
the chosen forming conditions. In simple terms, the material flow rate should not exceed the applied
velocity. For example, fracture or wedge cracking may propagate at a faster rate than the moving tool
that imparts energy, which is not desirable in forming processes. A stable flow in general enables
material integrity after hot deformation and results in better product. The transition from stable
to unstable flow can be estimated using the extremum principles of irreversible thermodynamics
as applied to continuum mechanics of large plastic flow [23]. The criterion for the onset of flow
instability is:

ξ(
.
ε) =

∂ ln[m/(m + 1)]

∂ ln
.
ε

+ m ≤ 0 (2)
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where ξ is the instability parameter for a given strain rate (
.
ε). The flow becomes localized and causes

flow instability for deformation conditions where ξ(
.
ε) ≤ 0.

A processing map integrates both the important considerations mentioned above, namely,
dissipation efficiency and flow stability, by superimposing their contour maps to provide a
comprehensive understanding of material response under applied process conditions of temperature
and strain rate. High dissipation efficiency domains that form hills in contour or 3-dimensional maps
with stable flow can be identified easily where the workability of a material is optimal due to the
occurrence of favorable mechanisms, such as dynamic recrystallization (DRX). Similarly, conditions of
flow instability, even though dissipation efficiency may be high, can be earmarked as failure regimes
that should be avoided for hot deformation of the material. It is possible that several desirable domains
and undesirable regimes may be found over the chosen ranges of temperature and strain rate due to
specific deformation mechanisms that are operative.

The commonly used kinetic rate equation relating the flow stress (σ) to strain rate (
.
ε) and

temperature (T) of hot deformation is given by Jonas et al., [24]:

.
ε = Aσnexp[ −Q / RT

]
(3)

where A is a constant, n is a stress exponent, Q is the activation energy, and R is the gas constant. This
kinetic rate equation is obeyed within a domain where single deformation mechanism dominates and,
therefore, can be applied to evaluate the associated apparent activation energy. The activation
parameters n and Q facilitate the identification of rate-controlling deformation mechanisms in
corresponding domains.

3. Materials and Methods

The AZ31–3 wt% calcium (AZ31-3Ca) alloy was prepared by the disintegrated melt deposition
(DMD) processing technique developed by Gupta and coworkers [15,16]. Briefly, the procedure
consisted of the following two steps: (1) Primary processing: Rectangular pieces of AZ31 magnesium
alloy were cut from ingots. Holes of 12 mm diameter and 30 mm depth were drilled in these rectangular
pieces and were filled with the required amount of calcium. They were melted in a crucible that has
bottom pouring arrangement and heated to reach a temperature of 750 ◦C. The molten alloy was stirred
for 5 min at 450 rev min−1 using a twin blade (pitch 45◦) mild steel impeller to facilitate chemical
homogenization. The impeller was coated with Zirtex 25 (86% ZrO2, 8.8% Y2O3, 3.6% SiO2, 1.2% K2O
and Na2O, and 0.3% trace inorganic) to avoid iron contamination. The melt was then released through
a 10 mm diameter orifice at the base of the crucible and the droplets of the melt were disintegrated by
two jets of argon gas orientated normal to the melt stream. The argon gas flow rate was maintained at
25 L min−1. The disintegrated melt was deposited onto stainless steel substrate to obtain a preform
billet of 40 mm diameter. (2) Secondary processing: The preformed billet was machined to 35 mm
diameter, heated to 400 ◦C and kept for 1 h before directly extruding through a preheated die at 350 ◦C
with colloidal graphite used as a lubricant. Rods of 9.8 mm diameter were obtained using an extrusion
ratio of about 13 adopting this direct extrusion procedure.

The experimental procedure for hot compression testing was described in detail earlier [25].
Briefly, cylindrical specimens of 9.8 mm in diameter and 15 mm in height were machined from the
extruded rods for uniaxial compression along the direction of extrusion. A hole of 1 mm diameter was
machined at mid-height to reach the center of the specimen. A thermocouple was inserted in the hole
to monitor the specimen temperature and also to measure the instantaneous temperature rise during
deformation. The adiabatic temperature rise was measurable for tests conducted at strain rates of
0.1 s−1 and higher. Compression tests were carried out at strain rates in the range of 0.0003–10 s− 1 and
temperatures in the range of 300–450 ◦C. The selected constant true strain rate during a compression
test was obtained through an exponential decay in the actuator speed of the machine. Graphite
powder mixed with grease was applied as the lubricant at the specimen-die interfaces in all the
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experiments. The specimens were deformed up to a true strain of about 1 and quickly cooled in
water. The load-stroke data were converted into true stress-true strain values using standard equations.
The true stress values were plotted as a function of measured temperature at different strain levels and
were fitted by smooth curves. The corrected flow stress was obtained from these fitted curves at any
selected temperature for calculating the strain rate sensitivity of flow stress. The processing map was
developed at different strains from the variations of strain rate sensitivity of flow stress with strain
rate at different temperatures using Equations (1) and (2) and the procedure described earlier [20].
The deformed specimens were sectioned in the center, parallel to the compression axis, and were
mounted, polished and etched with acetic picral solution for metallographic examination.

4. Results and Discussion

The starting microstructure of DMD processed AZ31-3Ca alloy is shown in Figure 1a,b as viewed
in an optical microscope and in scanning electron microscope, respectively. The grain size is fine
with the average grain diameter in the range 2–3 μm, as determined using linear intercept method.
The microstructure has a large volume fraction of (Mg,Al)2Ca intermetallic particles distributed
uniformly in the microstructure along with a random distribution of a small volume fraction of
Al8Mn5 particles.

  

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 1. Starting microstructure of disintegrated melt deposition (DMD)-processed AZ31-3Ca.
(a) Optical, (b) scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrograph, and (c,d) energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) spectra at locations of intermetallic particles.

The elemental distribution of Al, Ca, Zn and Mn as obtained by energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS) mapping is shown in Figure 2 which confirms the uniformity of their distribution. The formation
of the above two phases is according to the predictions of thermodynamic model [26,27], and comparable
to those reported in the literature [6,12,28]. The elemental composition at the selected spots on the
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intermetallic particles/phases is revealed from EDS spectra shown Figure 1c,d. These spectra indicated
high concentrations of Mg/Al and Ca in the case of (Mg,Al)2Ca particles, and Al and Mn in the case of
Al8Mn5. Considering the influence of surrounding material around these fine intermetallic particles, it
may be noted that compositional analysis obtainable from EDS is not an accurate representation of that
of the particles but assist in identifying them with the support of thermodynamic prediction model
mentioned above.

  

  

  
Figure 2. EDS (energy dispersive spectroscopy) elemental mapping for AZ31-3Ca DMD alloy.

The compressive strength of the AZ31-3Ca alloy measured at a temperature 150 ◦C, typical heat
resistant limit for magnesium alloys, along with the strengths of AZ31 alloy, AZ31-1Ca, and AZ31-2Ca
are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the ultimate compressive strength (UCS) has significantly
increased with the addition of Ca, with UCS of AZ31-3Ca nearly double that of base AZ31 alloy.
However, AZ31-3Ca exhibited highest brittleness as well that makes forming most difficult, vindicating
the need to establish precise thermomechanical processing options.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a,b) Stress-strain curves obtained in compression for AZ31, AZ31-1Ca, AZ31-2Ca, and
AZ31-3Ca alloys. The ultimate compression strengths of the alloys are also shown for comparison.

The true stress–true strain curves obtained in compression of DMD processed AZ31-3Ca alloy at
300 ◦C and 400 ◦C and at different strain rates are shown in Figure 4a,b, respectively. The curves at
300 ◦C exhibited flow softening at strain rates higher than about 0.01 s−1 and are of steady-state type at
lower strain rates. However, at higher temperatures the steady-state flow occurred at higher strain
rates. The shapes of deformed specimens are shown in Figure 5 and the alloy exhibited homogeneous
flow at all temperatures and strain rates.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. True stress–true strain curves obtained in compression on DMD processed AZ31-3Ca alloy at
different strain rates at temperatures of (a) 300 ◦C, and (b) 400 ◦C.
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Figure 5. Shapes of deformed cylindrical specimens of DMD processed AZ31-3Ca alloy compressed at
different temperatures and strain rates.

The processing map obtained at a true strain of 0.7 is shown in Figure 6. The numbers assigned to
the contours represent efficiency of power dissipation expressed in percent. The maps at other strains
are not significantly different after steady-state flow has occurred. The map exhibits three domains in
the temperature and strain rate ranges given below.

Domain (1): 300–375 ◦C and 0.0003–0.003 s−1 with a peak efficiency of about 53% at 375 ◦C/0.0003 s−1.
Domain (2): 375–450 ◦C and 0.0003–0.003 s−1 with a peak efficiency of about 58% at 405 ◦C/0.0003 s−1.
Domain (3): 375–450 ◦C and 0.1–10 s−1 with a peak efficiency of about 35% at 425 ◦C/0.1 s−1.

Figure 6. Processing map for DMD processed AZ31-3Ca alloy at a strain of 0.7. The numbers on the
contours represent efficiency of power dissipation in percent.
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Domains (1) and (2) have merged at about 375 ◦C in view of the higher efficiency range exhibited
by Domain (2).

The microstructure obtained on a specimen deformed at 300 ◦C/0.0003 s−1 in Domain (1) is shown
in Figure 7a. It exhibits fine grain size suggesting that dynamic recrystallization occurs in this domain.
At temperatures corresponding to this domain, basal slip along with prismatic slip occurs. In view of
the slower strain rates, the recovery mechanism that nucleates DRX will be climb of edge dislocations
involving lattice self-diffusion, although limited amount of cross-slip may be associated with prismatic
slip. Kinetic analysis of the temperature and strain rate dependence of flow stress has been conducted
using Equation (3). The variation of normalized flow stress with logarithms of strain rate is shown
in Figure 8a and the Arrhenius plot showing the variation of normalized flow stress with inverse
of absolute temperature is shown in Figure 8b. It may be noted that the kinetic rate equation is
obeyed within the deterministic domains. The stress exponent obtained in Domain (1) is 4.29 and
the apparent activation energy is 158 kJ/mole. For the mechanism of climb, which is controlled by
lattice self-diffusion, the activation energy is expected to be 135 kJ/mole [29]. The estimated value is
higher than that for lattice self-diffusion, suggesting that the high-volume fraction of Ca-containing
intermetallic particles causes considerable back stress enhancing the apparent activation energy.

  

  

Figure 7. Microstructures obtained on DMD processed AZ31-3Ca alloy deformed at (a) 350 ◦C/
0.0003 s−1 (Domain 1) (b) 400 ◦C/0.0003 s−1 (Domain 2) (c) 450 ◦C/10 s−1 (Domain 3), and (d) 300 ◦C/
10 s−1 (instability regime). The compression axis is vertical.
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Figure 8. (a) Variation of normalized flow stress with strain rate on natural logarithmic scale,
and (b) Arrhenius plot showing variation of normalized flow stress with inverse of absolute temperature
for DMD processed AZ31-3Ca alloy.

The microstructure obtained on a specimen deformed at 400 ◦C and 0.0003 s−1 near the peak
efficiency in Domain (2) is shown in Figure 7b which exhibits equiaxed dynamically recrystallized
structure. In addition, intercrystalline cracking has occurred during deformation. Firstly, in view of
the higher temperature range in which this domain occurs, second-order pyramidal slip occurs readily.
The availability of large number of intersecting slip systems and the higher stacking fault energy
(172 mJ/m2) [30] promote the occurrence of extensive cross-slip which nucleates DRX. Secondly, once
the fine-grained structure is produced by DRX, grain boundary sliding occurs since the strain rates are
slow resulting in wedge cracking and cracking along the grain boundaries. The high efficiency in this
domain (58%) and the steep increase in efficiency with decreasing strain rate (appearing as closely
space contours representing steep efficiency hill) are also indicative of such a grain boundary sliding
mechanism. Thus, the end result of deformation in this domain is grain boundary cracking, which is
not desirable.

The microstructure of a specimen deformed at 450 ◦C/10 s−1 (Domain 3) is shown in Figure 7c and
exhibits DRX. Within the temperature range in this domain (375–450 ◦C), basal, prismatic as well as
second-order pyramidal slip systems can cause deformation. However, since this domain occurs at
higher strain rates (0.1–10 s−1), the recovery mechanism is likely to be grain boundary self-diffusion
since lattice self-diffusion is a slower process and higher strain rates slow down recovery by cross-slip.
The apparent activation energy estimated in this domain (Figure 8) is 163 kJ/mole, which is higher
than the activation energy for grain boundary self-diffusion in Mg (95 kJ/mole) [30]. The apparently
higher value may be attributed to the back-stress caused by the large volume fraction of Ca-containing
intermetallic particles in the microstructure.

The processing map exhibits a regime of flow instability in the temperature range 300–310 ◦C at
strain rates higher than about 0.1 s−1. The microstructure of the specimen deformed at 300 ◦C/10 s−1

is shown in Figure 7d which reveals that the flow instability manifestation is adiabatic shear band
formation (marked by arrows). Cracking has occurred along the shear band due to high intensity of
localization which is nearly at 45◦ with respect to the compression axis.

An interesting feature exhibited by the processing map is the occurrence of a bifurcation in the
temperature range 325–425 ◦C and strain rate range 0.003–0.1 s−1, where the efficiency has reached a
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low value of 28%. This represents a region between the three domains identified above. In dynamic
systems terminology [31], the bifurcation is akin to a dissipative energy hill and may be viewed
as a saddle configuration. Processing under conditions of bifurcation will lead to microstructural
instability since any small perturbation will trigger a different mechanism surrounding the bifurcation.
The microstructures of the specimen deformed at 400 ◦C and at two strain rates (0.001 and 0.01 s−1)
near the bifurcation region are shown in Figure 9a,b. The microstructural instability is manifested
in terms of a combination of large and small grains in Figure 9a and very fine grains in Figure 9b,
revealing that microstructural control is difficult if processed around the bifurcation region.

  

Figure 9. Microstructures obtained on DMD processed AZ31-3Ca alloy specimens deformed at
(a) 400 ◦C/0.001 s−1 (b) 400 ◦C/0.01 s−1 (near bifurcation region).

The processing maps for DMD processed AZ31 [17], AZ31-1Ca [18], AZ31-2Ca [19] are compared in
Figure 10 with that obtained currently on AZ31-3Ca alloy at a strain of 0.7. The starting microstructure,
the characteristics of the different domains exhibited by the maps and the interpretations are shown in
Table 1. With increasing Ca content in AZ31, the volume fraction of Ca-containing intermetallic phase
(Mg,Al)2Ca increases and the grain size decreases to about 2–3 μm. The increasing volume fraction of
the intermetallic phase has an effect on the hot working behavior of AZ31.

  

Figure 10. Cont.
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Figure 10. Processing maps obtained at a strain of 0.7 on DMD processed (a) AZ31, (b) AZ31-1Ca,
(c) AZ31-2Ca, and (d) AZ31-3Ca alloys. The numbers indicated on the contours represent efficiency of
power dissipation expressed as percent.

Table 1. Details of (a,b) microstructural parameters, (c) temperature—strain rate ranges for domains,
(d) peak efficiency (η) conditions, (e) apparent activation energy (Qapp) and (f) proposed mechanisms
(DRX: dynamic recrystallization) in the various domains of processing maps for DMD processed AZ31,
AZ31-1Ca, AZ31-2Ca and AZ31-3Ca magnesium alloys.

Parameter
AZ31

(Ref. 17)
AZ31-1Ca
(Ref. 18)

AZ31-2Ca
(Ref. 19)

AZ31-3Ca
(current work)

Initial grain size, μm (a) 9 3 3 2–3

Phases in the
microstructure (b) Mg17Al12

(Mg,Al)2Ca
Al8Mn5

(Mg,Al)2Ca
Al8Mn5

(Mg,Al)2Ca
Al8Mn5

Domain (1)

(c) 300–350 ◦C
0.0003–0.01 s−1

300–375 ◦C
0.0003–0.01 s−1

300–375 ◦C
0.0003–0.03 s−1

300–375 ◦C
0.0003–0.003 s−1

(d) 300 ◦C/0.0003 s−1;
peak η: 39%

300 ◦C/0.0003 s−1;
peak η: 45%

350 ◦C/0.001 s−1

peak η: 37%
375 ◦C/0.0003 s−1;

peak η: 53%

(e) Qapp: 126 kJ/mole Qapp: 112 kJ/mole Qapp: 133 kJ/mole Qapp: 158 kJ/mole

(f)
DRX: Basal slip +
climb by Lattice

self-diffusion

DRX: Basal slip +
climb by lattice
self-diffusion

DRX: prismatic slip
+ climb by lattice

self-diffusion

DRX: Basal slip +
prismatic slip +
climb by lattice
self-diffusion

Domain (2)

(c) 350–450 ◦C
0.0003–0.01 s−1

400 – 450 ◦C
0.0003–0.01 s−1

375–450 ◦C
0.0003–0.03 s−1

375–450 ◦C
0.0003–0.003 s−1

(d) 425 ◦C/0.0003 s−1;
peak η: 46%

450 ◦C/0.0003 s−1;
peak η: 38%

450 ◦C/0.0003 s−1;
peak η: 48%

405 ◦C/0.0003 s−1;
peak η: 58%

(e) Qapp: 144 kJ/mole Qapp: 166 kJ/mole Qapp: 192 kJ/mole Qapp: 215 kJ/mole

(f) Wedge cracking Wedge cracking
Second-order

pyramidal slip
+cross slip

Grain boundary
cracking

Domain (3)

(c) 350–435 ◦C
1–10 s−1

325–390 ◦C
0.3–10 s−1

375–450 ◦C
0.3–10 s−1

375–450 ◦C
0.1–10 s−1

(d) 400 ◦C/10 s−1;
peak η: 26%

350 ◦C/10 s−1;
peak η: 32%

400 ◦C/10 s−1;
peak η: 38%

425 ◦C/0.1 s−1;
peak η: 35%

(e) Qapp: 127 kJ/mole Qapp: 87 kJ/mole Qapp: 166 kJ/mole Qapp: 163 kJ/mole

(f)
DRX: climb by
grain boundary

self-diffusion

DRX: climb by
grain boundary

self-diffusion

DRX: climb by
grain boundary

self-diffusion

DRX: climb by
grain boundary

self-diffusion
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The characteristics of Domain (1) did not change significantly although the temperature for peak
efficiency and the apparent activation energy have increased with increasing Ca content. In this
domain, DRX occurs by basal slip + prismatic slip and recovery primarily by climb of edge dislocations
controlled by lattice self-diffusion. The higher back-stress generated by the presence of intermetallic
particles increases the back-stress to dislocation generation as well as dynamic recovery process which
is responsible for moving the domain to higher temperatures and for higher apparent activation energy.

Domain (2) occurs in similar temperature range in all the alloys although the temperature at which
peak efficiency occurs increases in AZ31-1Ca and AZ31-2Ca alloys and decreases in AZ31-3Ca alloy.
The peak efficiency exhibits a high value in AZ31-3Ca alloy and the apparent activation energy is higher
than that for lattice self-diffusion in all the alloys. In view of the higher temperature in which this occurs,
DRX occurs by second-order pyramidal slip and recovery by cross-slip. The fine-grained structure
produced by this DRX process promotes grain boundary sliding during large deformation, which
results in wedge cracking and intercrystalline fracture. However, in AZ31-2Ca alloy, wedge cracking
did not occur since the grain boundary sliding process is restricted by Ca-containing intermetallic
particles. When the Ca content is further increased to 3%, the grain boundaries are weakened by a
large volume content of the particles resulting in intercrystalline cracking. Thus, processing in Domain
(2) which occurs at higher temperatures and lower strain rates, is not desirable since it results in
intercrystalline cracking except in AZ31-2Ca alloy.

Domain (3) moves to higher temperatures with increasing Ca content in AZ31. In this domain,
non-basal slip systems operate extensively to cause DRX. The recovery mechanisms of climb by lattice
diffusion and cross-slip to nucleate DRX are restricted in the high strain rate range at which this domain
occurs. Instead, recovery occurs by grain boundary self-diffusion. The apparent activation energy
values are higher than that expected for grain boundary self-diffusion (95 kJ/mole) [29] which may
be attributed to the higher back stress caused by the Ca-containing intermetallic particles. It may be
noted that much slower rates are required for recovery in AZ31-3Ca since a larger volume content
of Ca-containing intermetallic particles will be present at the grain boundaries slowing the rate of
recovery by grain boundary self-diffusion. In all the Ca-containing AZ31 DMD processed alloys, hot
working is probably best done in this domain.

5. Conclusions

The hot deformation mechanisms in DMD processed AZ31-3Ca alloy have been evaluated using
processing maps, and the behavior has been compared with that of base AZ31, AZ31-1Ca and AZ31-2Ca
alloys with a view to bringing out the effect of Ca addition. The following conclusions are drawn from
this investigation.

(1) Addition of 3% Ca to AZ31 refines the grain size and increases the volume fraction of (Mg,Al)2Ca
intermetallic phase, which is distributed uniformly in the microstructure.

(2) The processing map for AZ31-3Ca alloy exhibited three domains in the temperature strain
rate ranges: (1) 300–375 ◦C and 0.0003–0.003 s−1, (2) 375–450 ◦C and 0.0003–0.003 s−1, and
(3) 375–450 ◦C and 0.1–10 s−1.

(3) In Domain (1), DRX occurs when basal + prismatic slip associated with dynamic recovery by
climb controlled by lattice self-diffusion. In Domain (2), the plastic flow results in intercrystalline
cracking promoted by grain boundary sliding initiating wedge cracks. In Domain (3) that occurs
at higher strain rates, DRX occurs by non-basal slip with recovery by climb controlled by grain
boundary self-diffusion. This recovery is promoted by fine grain size in the alloy.

(4) The alloy exhibits some flow instability at lower temperatures and higher strain rates, and this
manifests as adiabatic shear bands.

(5) A comparison of processing maps on the Ca containing AZ31 alloys revealed that the hot
deformation mechanisms have not significantly changed by increasing Ca addition except in
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AZ31-2Ca alloy where wedge cracking is avoided in Domain (2) due to the reduction of grain
boundary sliding that is attributed to pinning by intermetallic particles.
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Abstract: Cuboid samples with significant initial texture differences were cut from extruded AZ31 Mg
alloy samples, whose long axis and bar extrusion direction ED were 0◦ (sample E0), 45◦ (sample E45),
and 90◦ (sample E90). The relationship among the initial texture, deformation mechanism, mechanical
properties, and texture evolution of the AZ31 Mg alloy was investigated systematically using a
compression test, microstructure characterization, and the Viscoplastic Self-Consistent (VPSC) model.
Results revealed a close relationship among them. By influencing the activation of the deformation
mechanism, the deformation under different initial textures resulted in obvious mechanical anisotropy.
Compared with E0 and E90, the initial texture of E45 was more conducive to the improvement of
reforming ability after pre-compression. Meanwhile, the initial texture significantly affected the
microstructure characteristics of the material, especially the number and morphology of the {10–12}
tensile twins. Texture results showed that the priority of deformation mechanism depended on the
initial texture and led to the difference in texture evolution.

Keywords: initial texture; deformation mechanism; mechanical properties; texture evolution

1. Introduction

Mg alloy has high specific stiffness, high specific strength, low density, and good damping
performance [1], hence an important choice for material application in the fields of communication,
military industry, and automobile [2–4]. AZ31 is one of the most widely applied variants among Mg
alloys. Experimental studies showed that the initial texture in the forming process of Mg alloy has a
remarkable effect on its material properties [5–10].

The rolling direction (RD) and transverse direction (TD) samples with distinct differences
in initial texture were subsequently subjected to the bending process that has been reported by
Wang [11] et al., and the results revealed that the conspicuous asymmetry in the bending behavior
is ascribed to the initial texture and weaker basal texture is favorable to improving the bending
properties. Singh [12] investigated and compared the micromechanical deformation behavior of E-form
fine grain (EFG), E-form coarse grain (ECG), and AZ31 Mg alloys by using a mini V-bending test.
The EFG and ECG Mg alloys with weaker texture have better bendability than the AZ31 alloys
with stronger texture. Xiong [13] investigated the asymmetrical planar mechanical behavior of an
extruded AZ31 sheet possessing bimodal texture distribution. The results indicated that the plastic
deformation mechanism activated in the c-axis//TD textured grains during rolling is sensitive to the
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rolling paths. Therefore, initial texture plays an important role in the plastic deformation of Mg
alloys. Wang [11] pointed out that the selection of a dominant mechanism is highly dependent on
the initial texture of Mg alloys, including the activation of {10–12} tension twins upon compression
perpendicular or tension parallel to the c-axis. Consequently, the difference in initial texture affects
the twin deformation [14–17], and the deflection of crystal orientation caused by twinning makes
the texture evolution more complicated [18–21]. Therefore, the relationship among initial texture,
deformation mechanism, mechanical properties, and texture evolution during plastic deformation of
Mg alloy must be studied.

The most commonly used technical methods for analyzing and studying material texture at
present are X-ray diffraction (XRD) and electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) [22]. However,
the shortcomings of these two experimental methods are their high cost of testing, the difficulty of
sample preparation, and the long experimental period. On the basis of the common optical reflection
method, Gaskey [23] realized the grain orientation characterization of metal Ni and semiconductor
Si wafers under the directional reflection microscope (DRM). However, the disadvantage of this
experimental method is its inability to quantitatively study the effects of slip and twinning on texture
evolution. The proposed Viscoplastic Self-Consistent (VPSC) model [24,25] solves the problem of
studying metal plastic deformation from the perspective of microscopic deformation mechanism.
Su [26] et al. used the VPSC model with different deformation mechanisms to investigate the influence

of a secondary deformation mechanism (prismatic <a> slip, pyramidal <c+a> slip, and {10
¯
11}

compression twin) on mechanical response and texture evolution, and a VPSC model was established
to simulate the plastic deformation of magnesium alloy.

Chapuis [27] used VPSC to simulate the plastic deformation and deformed texture of Mg-3Al-1Zn
plate and compared them with the experimental observations. The results demonstrated that the {10–12}
extension twins are responsible for the main texture variations. Zhang [28] used VPSC to investigate
the in-plane anisotropy of a Mg alloy AZ31B-O sheet. The hexagonal close-packed crystallographic
structure, deformation twinning, and initial basal texture are responsible for the characteristic behavior
of Mg alloys. Alireza [29] also used VPSC to investigate the effect of alloying elements on Mg’s tensile
behavior, specifically the relative activity of different slip and twinning modes. The VPSC model has
been successfully applied to predict the mechanical behavior and deformation texture of Mg alloys
under different plastic deformations [30].

In this paper, E0, E45, and E90 cuboid samples along the long axis and extrusion direction
of 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ were cut from the extruded AZ31 Mg alloy bar for a uniaxial compression
experiment at room temperature. The VPSC model and Predominant Twin Reorientation (PTR)
scheme [31] were used to simulate the mechanical behavior and texture evolution of the different
initial texture samples under uniaxial compression, and the anisotropic behavior and texture evolution
differences in Mg alloy samples were analyzed from the perspective of a microscopic deformation
mechanism. The microstructure and deformed texture were characterized by EBSD and compared with
the simulation results. The relationship among initial texture, deformation mechanism, mechanical
properties, and texture evolution were studied.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Preparation

The extrusion direction of magnesium alloy is expressed by ED, and the transverse and normal
directions perpendicular to the extrusion direction are expressed by TD and ND, respectively.
In addition, 8 mm × 8 mm × 12 mm cuboids with different orientations were cut from extruded AZ31
Mg alloy samples, as shown in Figure 1b, whose long axis and bar extrusion ED were 0◦ (sample E0),
45◦ (sample E45), and 90◦ (sample E90), as shown in Figure 1a. Compression tests at a strain rate of
10−3 s−1 and loading direction along the long axis were carried out on the electronic universal testing
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machine (model: WDW-E100D) provided by Changchun new testing machine Co., Ltd in Jilin Province
of China at room temperature.

(b)  (a) ED 

(d) (c) 

200 m ED 
TD 

Figure 1. Sample shape and size: (a) schematic of samples; (b) compression samples; (c) inverse pole
figure map; (d) grain size distribution.

The original and compressed samples were cut to 10 × 7 × 6 mm in length, width, and height
to avoid damaging the electron microscope lens. After plastic deformation, EBSD was conducted
on the JEOL JSM-7800F field emission scanning electron microscope provided by Oxford Instrument
Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd in China to analyze the microscopic structure, crystal orientation,
and structural characteristics of the sample. Mechanical grinding and electrochemical polishing were
finished when preparing EBSD. In mechanical grinding, the sample was polished to 2000 # with
sandpaper until there was no scratch on the surface. Then, electrolytic polishing was carried out.
AC2 solution is used as a polishing solution, and the formula is shown in Table 1. The polishing
parameters are as follows: voltage 20 V, temperature −30 ◦C, polishing time 120 s, polishing current
0.03–0.08 A. The sample was cleaned with alcohol after polishing. The voltage of the EBSD data
collection is 20 kV, the inclination angle is 70◦, the current is 15 mA, and the working distance is 15 mm.
Channel 5 software is used to process the data collected.

Table 1. The prescription of AC2.

AC2 I 800 mL ethanol, 100 mL propanol, 18.5 mL distilled water, 10 g hydroxyquimoline, 75 g citric acid
AC2 II 41.5 g sodium thiocyanate
AC2 III 15 mL perchloric acid

The microstructure and grain size of the longitudinal section (ED–TD plane) of E0 sample were
characterized by EBSD, as shown in Figure 1c. Most of the initial samples had an equiaxed crystal
structure, and the average grain size was 25.5 μm, as shown in Figure 1d. According to the calculation
formula of standard deviation (SD), the SD was 0.73. Besides, some elongated grains were revealed
due to the grain stretching along the ED during extrusion.
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2.2. VPSC-PTR Model

The VPSC model considers the interaction between grains in polycrystals and assumes that
the grains are ellipsoid, and the model adopts the following rate-dependent continuous constitutive
model equation [24]:

εi j(x) =
∑

s
ms

ijγ
s(x) = γ0

∑
s

ms
ij

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ms
klσkl(x)

τs

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
n

= Mijklσkl(x) (1)

where τs denotes the critical shear stress, ms
ij =

1
2 (n

s
i b

s
j+bs

jn
s
i ) is the Schmid factor of the slip system/twin

system(s), ns and bs represent the normal direction (ND) of the slip/twin plane and the slip/twin
direction, respectively. εi j(x) and σkl(x) are the strain and stress partial tensors, respectively. γs stands
for the local shear rate acting on the slip system(s). γ0 represents the normalized coefficient, and n is
the rate sensitivity index. Mijkl stands for the viscoplastic convention and can relate the macroscopic
strain rate to the macroscopic deviatoric stress.

The critical shear stress τs is formed with the accumulation of shear amount in each grain.
Therefore, the evolution rules can be described by the Voce hardening model:

τs= τs
0+(τs

1+θ
s
1Γ)(1− exp(−θ

s
0Γ

τs
1
)) (2)

where Γ =
∑
s

Δγs is the cumulative shear of the grain, τ0 denotes the initial critical stress, θ0 stands

for the initial hardening rate, θ1 refers to the saturation hardening rate, τs
0 and τs

1 are the initial and
extrapolated critical shear stresses of mechanisms, respectively. Figure 2 depicts the specific definitions.

Figure 2. Physical meaning of hardening parameters for Viscoplastic Self-Consistent (VPSC) simulations.

In this study, PTR [31] is used to analyze the effect of twins on texture evolution during plastic
deformation. For grain g, γt,g is the shear strain caused by each twin t, and the corresponding twin
volume fraction is Vt,g = γt,g/St, where St is the intrinsic shear strain of twin system t.

The integral number of twins caused by all twin systems in all grains is called the cumulative
twin integral number:

Vacc,mode =
∑

g

∑
t

γt,g/St (3)

Through superimposition of the twin fraction of each incremental step, the cumulative twin
fraction is compared with the critical volume fraction caused by twins. Thus, the critical volume
fraction is defined as:

Vth,mode= Ath1+Ath2 Ve f f ,mode

Vacc,mode
(4)

where Ve f f ,mode is the effective twin crystal integral number, Ath1 and Ath2 are material constants.
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3. Results and Discussion

The input data on the crystallographic orientation required for VPSC modeling were extracted
from the EBSD map measured in Figure 1 through the orientation distribution function used by the
toolbox MTEX in MATLAB code, as described in the literature [32]. A total of 2000 discrete directions
with the same volume fraction were used for VPSC modeling. The input data required for modeling
were described in detail in the literature [26], hence not discussed here. The detailed procedure for the
calculation in the VPSC model has been well documented by Li et al. [33].

Given the different dominant deformation mechanisms of Mg alloys under different loading
modes, according to Figure 2, the hardening parameters of deformation mechanisms could be obtained
by simulating the stress-strain curves of specific loading experiments. The specific fitting method is as
follows: first, the hardening parameters of basal slip and prismatic slip were determined by fitting the
compression results of E90. Then, the hardening parameters of pyramidal slip were determined by
fitting the compression results of E45. Finally, the hardening parameters of tensile and compression
twinnings were determined using the compression results of E0. The results of the fitting curve are
shown in Figure 3. The differences in initial texture resulted in obvious mechanical anisotropy in the
stress-strain curves of various samples. In the initial pole figure of E0, most of the c-axis of the grain
was perpendicular to the ED; that is, the basal was parallel to the ED, resulting in a strong basal texture
in the initial pole figure distribution of Mg alloy, as shown in Figure 3c. When the E45 sample was
compressed, the initial texture was rotated along the ED direction by 45◦, and the resulting texture is
shown in Figure 3b. Similarly, the macroscopic strain rate and stress along the TD directions were the
loading conditions of the E90 sample, as shown in Figure 3a. Analysis of the stress-strain curves of the
different samples indicated that the stress-strain curves of E45 and E90 were similar to “S,” and the
flow stress of E90 was higher than that of E45. The stress-strain curve of E0 had a certain s-shaped
characteristic, but it was not significant, and its yield strength was slightly higher than that of E45
and E90. The stress-strain curves predicted by the VPSC model were in good agreement with the
experimental results and accurately reflected the stress-strain characteristics of each stage in the axial
tension and compression plastic deformation process.

 

Figure 3. Experimental (symbol) and simulated (line) stress-strain curves under uniaxial compression
and corresponding initial texture of (a) E0; (b) E45; (c) E90.

The optimal hardening parameters of different deformation mechanisms were determined,
as shown in Table 2. Results show that at room temperature, the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS)
of basal <a> slip [18] (approximately 0.45–0.81 MPa) < the CRSS of the {10-12} tension twin [19]
(approximately 2–2.8 MPa) < the CRSS of the prismatic <a> slip [34] (approximately 39.2 MPa) <
the CRSS of the pyramidal <c+a> slip [35] (approximately 45–81 MPa) < the CRSS of the {10-11}
compression twin [25] (approximately 76–153 MPa) of magnesium and its alloys. Table 2 presents that
the CRSS of the overall size order is consistent with the research value. Optimal hardening parameters
play an important guiding role for future researchers to study the macro- and micro-deformation
mechanisms of magnesium alloys.
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Table 2. Hardening parameters of each slip and twinning system in the simulation of Mg alloy under
monotonic loading.

Deformation Mode τ0/MPa τ1/MPa θ0/MPa θ1/MPa

Basal <a> 28 60 185 16
Prismatic <a> 85 10 200 250

Pyramidal <c+a> 110 15 120 400
Extension twin 45 0 150 400

Compression twin 210 100 345 400

Figure 4 shows the prediction results of the relative activating amount of the deformation
mechanism during the compression deformation of samples with different initial textures. At the initial
stage of deformation, the deformation mechanism of E0 was dominated by tensile twin, supplemented
by basal slip. The dominant deformation mode of E45 and E90 was basal slip, supplemented by tensile
twin, while CRSS tensile twin > CRSS basal slip. As a result, the yield stress of E0 was slightly greater
than that of E45 and E90. Figure 4a illustrates that when E0 was compressed, the activation of the
tensile twin decreased as the compression amount continued to increase, and the activation of the basal,
prismatic, and pyramidal slips increased. This finding was attributed to the twin growth and fusion
behavior of the specimen in the later stage of deformation [19], resulting in a surface phenomenon,
wherein the twin volume fraction decreases due to the disappearance of twin boundaries. Figure 4b,c
show that E45 and E90 also had a small role in the activation of tensile twins at the initial deformation
stage. During the compression process of E45 and E90 samples, the c-axis of the grain was in a state of
tensile stress for the part of the grain nearly perpendicular to the direction of the application, which was
conducive to the activation of tensile twins. With the increase in strain, the activity of the pyramidal
slip of E90 was significantly greater than that of E45, while the pyramidal slip of CRSS was higher.
This difference was reflected in the stress-strain curve, where the flow stress of E90 was higher than
that of E45 [22].

 

(b) 

(c) 

(a)  

Figure 4. Predicted relative activity of deformation modes under uniaxial compression of (a) E0; (b) E45;
(c) E90.
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Figure 5a–c shows the predicted and experimental texture with axial compression of E0, E45 and
E90 samples to 8% by using the VPSC model. Through comparison, it can be seen that the simulation
results with 2000 gains are in good agreement with the experimental results, which reasonably reflects
the texture evolution during compression of the E0, E45 and E90 samples and verified the accuracy of
the VPSC model in simulating the texture evolution of magnesium alloy in this study.

 
Figure 5. Experimental and Simulation pole figures under uniaxial compression to 8% of (a) E0 sample;
(b) E45 sample; (c) E90 sample.

Figure 6 shows the prediction results of {0001} pole figure during uniaxial compression of the
samples with different initial textures. As shown in Figure 6a, when E0 was compressed to ε =

0.02, a large peak value was rapidly formed in the TD direction of the {0001} grain, while the peak
value near the ND direction was weakened due to the activation of {10–12} tensile twins (Figure 3a).
This activation resulted in a mutation of ~90◦ in the grain c-axis, with {0001} basal deflected from
parallel to compression direction to perpendicular to compression direction. With the increase in strain,
the number of tensile twins increased, the peak value in the TD direction continued to increase, and the
strength peak near the ND direction gradually disappeared. Besides, the orientation peak dispersion
in the TD direction of {0001} surface increased slightly with the increase in strain, possibly due to the
formation of new grains at the intersection of the twins brought by dynamic recrystallization similar to
that in the original tensile twins but with slight deflection [36,37]. As shown in Figure 6b, when E45
was compressed to ε = 0.04, the peak value of the strength of {0001} plane turned to near the direction
of force application (direction 2). The reason was because when it was compressed along direction 2,
the deformation mechanism at the initial stage of deformation was dominated by basal slip (Figure 4b),
which could not change the grain orientation, and the grain rotated slowly under the restrictions of
loading direction, structural integrity, and deformation continuity. With the increase in stress, the shear
stress of the tensile twin started to activate upon reaching the corresponding shear stress, making the
texture gradually change from the original position of 45◦ from the compression direction to the ED
direction. Figure 6c shows that the dominant deformation mechanism of E90 at the initial deformation
stage was the basal slip (Figure 4c), most of the grains rotated continuously and gradually, and the
normal of {0001} basal rotated parallel to the compression axis. With the increase in strain, the peak
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strength was always near the TD direction. The disappearance of the polar density in the center of the
map was the result of the mutation of grain orientation caused by the effect of tensile twin.

 

Figure 6. Predicted texture evolution of {0001} pole figure under uniaxial compression to different
strain levels of (a) E0; (b) E45; (c) E90.

In summary, for E0 and E90 after uniaxial compression plastic deformation, the {0001} surface of
most grains either turned to the compression direction or remained perpendicular to the compression
direction all the time. The {0001} surface of this part of the grain was always in hard orientation,
which was not conducive to the activation of slip. Thus, the reforming ability after pre-compression
could not be improved. In the uniaxial compression of the E45 sample, the initial deformation was
dominated by basal slip, and the grain c-axis rotated slowly parallel to the direction of the application
of force, which was beneficial for improving the reforming ability after pre-compression.

Figure 7a–c shows the grain boundary structure maps, typical grain EBSD maps, {0001} pole
figure, and grain boundary misorientation maps of the different initial texture samples when they were
uniaxially compressed to 0.08. In the grain boundary structure maps, the grain boundary satisfying
the orientation relation of 86.3◦ ± 5◦ was defined as the stretched twin grain boundary, which was
represented by the solid red line. Meanwhile, low-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) and high-angle
grain boundary (HAGBs) fractions could be confirmed by observing the misorientation boundary
fraction from EBSD. In E0, the color of the EBSD maps of grain Ma showed that grain Ma underwent
twin growth and fusion behavior. This finding also explained the illusion that the tensile twins decrease
or even disappear in the later stage of compression deformation along the ED direction [38]. The pole
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figure of E45 and E90 showed that the basal plane of parent grain Mb and Mc tended to be parallel
to ED direction and was located near the center of the polar diagram. In addition, the activation
of tensile twins caused the grain c-axis to deflect ~90◦, as shown in the twin Tb and Tc in the pole
figure. Comparison of the experimental and simulation results of the different sample pole figures
demonstrated that a small amount of polar density still remained in the center of the experimental
pole figure of E45 and E90. The reason was because in the VPSC model, the PTR scheme assumes that
when the cumulative twin fraction exceeds the critical volume fraction, the entire grain orientation
changes, thereby ignoring the parent grain orientation. The disappearance of polar density in the
center of E0 again proved the growth and fusion behavior of the stretched twins. When comparing
the grain boundary misorientation maps of different samples, a slight decrease in LAGBs may be
ascribed to the increased fraction of the {10–12} tension twin in E90. This finding indicated that the
main deformation mechanism in E90 was the tension twin instead of the slip, whose activation could
produce profuse LAGBs.

 

Figure 7. Boundary structure maps, electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) maps of typical grain,
{0001} pole figure, and grain boundary misorientation map under uniaxial compression to 8% of (a) E0;
(b) E45; (c) E90. (LAGBs: low angle grain boundaries between 0◦and 15◦; HAGBs: high angle grain
boundaries higher than 15◦).

4. Conclusions

On the basis of the VPSC model and experimental methods, the relationship among initial texture,
deformation mechanism, mechanical behavior, and texture evolution during the plastic deformation of
Mg alloy was studied, and the following conclusions were drawn:

(1) The obvious difference in initial texture led to obvious anisotropy of the compression behavior
due to the influence in the activation of the deformation mechanism. At the initial stage of
deformation, the compressive yield strength of E0, with tensile twins as the dominant deformation
mechanism, was slightly higher than that of E45 and E90. The activity of the pyramidal slip was
high in the compression process of E90, thereby leading to high flow stress.
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(2) Initial texture played an important role in texture evolution during compression by influencing
the priority of deformation mechanism. The large activation of the tensile twin in E0 made the
{0001} basal plane deflects perpendicular to the compression direction. The activation of the basal
slip of E45 and E90 caused the grain c-axis to rotate slowly parallel to the direction of application,
and the initiation of the tensile twin caused the {0001} plane to slowly turn perpendicular to
the ED direction. Compared with E0 and E90, E45 was more conducive to the improvement of
reforming ability after pre-compression.

(3) The difference in microstructure among the three samples was attributed to the number and
morphology of the {10–12} tensile twins, which were mainly due to the obvious difference in
initial texture.
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